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game of the series. Because of
ecutlve's staff, will both be present on
Schmidt's poor throwing, Stan age was
this auspicious occasion. The former
will leave for Albuquerque on Thursgiven a chance behind the bat today,
Detroit also was retired in order the
day, while the latter has already gone
first inning..
to the Duke city. ' It. is possible
Second Inning
the members of the governor's staff,
..Pittsburg Pittsburg was blanked
together with the governor "himself,
will mak'e the trip frdm Albuquerque
again this inning, Mullin pitching mag'
niflcent ball and seemingly having the
to El Paso, Texas, as an escort of
Pirate's heavy hitters at his mercy.
honor to President Taft, and partici
Detroit weienanty was nit by a
pate in the brilliant ceremonies which
will attend the meeting of the presi
pitched ball. He went to third when
Morlarty cracked out a clean hit to
dents of the United States and Mexico
left field, but was run down by
In the Pass City on Saturday next.
Liefield between third and home, when
the latter stopped a grounder by
t
MINISTER PRESIDENT MAKES BRIEF STOPS FAREWELL RECEPTION IS
MIL
DETROIT T. Jones. Moriarty took third during NEWLY" APPOINTED
HURRICANE
CAUSES TWO
GEORGE MULLIN FOR
RETIRING
PASTOR
TENDERED
T.
HIS
second.
Stan
AT CALIFORNIA TOWNS
TO CHINA LOSES
Jones
this play and
LION DOLLAR LOSS AT
PITCHES PHENOMENAL
age singled past Miller, scoring Mo
EN ROUTE
POST
KEY WEST
GAME
Rev. H. Van Valkenburgh was given
riarty and Jones, making two runs for
a farewell reception last evening at the
Detroit this inning.
Methodist church by the members of WHOLE
Third
SECRETS
DIVULGED
Inning
STATE
AT
TONIGHT
RIVERSIDE
HELPLESS
BLOCKS RAZED
HEAVY HITTERS
this
a
parish. The evening was' passed
The
Pirates
made
Pittsburg
in playing games, after which light re
desperate attempt to score, getting
BEGIN
KNOX
ISSUES
TRIP
THROUGH
WILL
were served. The mem MAYOR DECLARES MARTIAL LAW
SECRETARY
WAS
freshments
LIEFIELD
men
HAND
to
but
both second and third,
ON OTHER
church presented
the
of
VISIT-INbers
EXPLAINING
ARIZONA
died
oh
bases.
STATEMENT
UNTIL ORDER CAN BE
TOMORROW,
SAFE
they
POUNDED FOR EIGHT
with a beautiVan
Mr.
I
Valkenburgh
or
in
The
Detroit
went
out
Tigers
ACTION
RESTORED
PHOENIX
ONES
ful piece of Mexican drawn work. The
- der, Liefield apparently settling down,
i
Fourth Inning
presentation speech was made by H.
O.
were
out
The
visitors
Brown, to which' Rev. Van Valken- STORM WAS
SENSATION
ENJOYING
HEALTH
PERFECT
Pittsburg
DIPLOMATIC
GENERAL
FINAL SCOREWAS 5 TO 0
talk
brief
a
with
bttJ-ganswered
again in order.
Detroit T. Jones beat out a bunt
giving the members of his flock some
DEMANDED EFFECTS OF OUTING IN PICTUR good advice to be followed after his FLORIDA COAST FOR MILES DEUP THE along the, third base line.
mriAV'S GAME EVENS
Stanage GOOD OF SERVICE
Rev. Van VaikenDurgn
BELIEVED
made an infield hit, resulting in a
THAT HE BE NOT SENT
ESQUE YOSEMITE VALLEY
VASTATEDMANY
departure.
SERIES WITH TWO VIC'
will go to Roswell after having been
T. Jones and him'
double
;'
play,
ORIENT
NOTICEABLE
putting
TO
DEAD
BE
TO
TORIES APIECE
Although he
here for three years.
self out. Mullin walked. D. Jones
here
was unanimously voted to remain
singled to left Bush hit into the left
Los Angeles,
Oct. 12. After a another year, he thinks that
his
Washington, Oct. 12. Secretary of
Key West Fla., Oct, 12. With this
Detroit, Oct. 12. Detroit evened up field crowd for two bases, scoring Mul
altia
a
let
of
lower
home
sent
Knox
at
in
the
rest
this
afternoon
will
State
be
better
under martial law, the efforts of
night's
health
thorough
D.
to
world's
lin
and
Jones
champion
third.
city
the
in
. the contest
sending
Rev. Anderson of Santa Fe will the authorities today were directed to
W.
A.
Mrs.
tude.
Cobb
him
his
to
Presi
two
R.
field
hit
for
to
ter
left
Charles
sister,
Edwards,
notifying
bases,
Crane,
winning
series
today,
ship baseball
Bush and T Jones.
Three that his resignation as minister to dent Taft was up early this morning succeed him in the pulpit here.
ha fnnrth came from Pittsburg by scoring
runs
for
Detroit
this
China would be accepted. Mr. Crane and was escorted by the local commit
adinning.
fearful hurrlr.ana of last, nleht. which
the decisive score ot 5 to 0, and
Fifth Inning
had already, notified the state depart tee in a special trolley car to the Na- GOVERNOR CURRY
YviiTiUtoriTu? a clean cut defeat over
is expected to reach two million dol- Pittsburg In a desperate attempt to ment that he was prepared to resign tional Soldiers' home at Sawtelle. A
URGES STATEHOOD
the Pirates.
rSy No deaths are reported In this
save the game, Phillippl was sent In if v recent developments made further thousand veterans gathered to greet
in
every
;y, but the loss of life along the
Detroit outclassed Pittsburg
to pitch. Again this inning It was one, service embarrassing to the depart- "the president, who spoke briefly from
Washington, Oct. 12. The reports eastern coast Is believed to have been
department today. The feature of the
two, three and nut for the Pirates.
ment. Secretary Knox has notified the steps 'of one of the buildings. The of the governors of Arizona and New
eame was Pitcher George Mullin's
ucaiji ucmecu dial ctuu dccuijDetroit The Tigers also' out in or President Taft of his action.
The party then returned to Los Angeles, Mexico have been received by the nve
held
the
He
work.
alab
namor
were
wrecicea
ooats
in tne
phenomenal
resignation of Mr. Crane follows an where they entered automobiles and secretary of the interior and have here, whole blocks of buildings razed,
hits, all der.
pirates to four scattered
luncheowere
to
Seventh
driven
where
to
the
he
interview
Pasadena,
Inning
gave
Chicago
cine-lebeen sent to the printer. Nothing and tobacco fields and warehouses
and nroved invincible with
Record-Herald- ,
served. The president then will be made
which was regarded) n-was
Pittsburg Out in order. ,
public until the sec greatly damaged. The jail is full of
men on bases. He pitched a sharp,
Detroit Out In order.
entered his private car and began his
as
a
breach
of
decided
diplomatic
and
unhittable
the west From looters who began operations as floon,
returns
from
was
that
retary
breaking ball
ourney eastward, passing through what can be learned, both governors as the storm abated somewhat
Eighth Inning
which made the heavy hitters of the
Knox Explains Action
Monrovia, Palm Drive, Clermont, Up make strong pleas for statehood for while tie
Pittsburg Out in order.
as
lights were all out,
Pittsburg team look like amateurs
Detroit
Out
in
hla action. land and San Bernardino, making
order.
a
statement
la
explaining
territories
their
respective
mayor
immediately
proclaimed majaj
they vainly swung at the blL
short stops at each ptece'. ?hn ?rr.si-ciftn- t
Ninth Inning
Secretary Knox said:
made
On th nther hand. Detroit
law to restore order.
Riverside-for
en-Out
In
halted
at
ofiler.
been
'
tbe day, BANTAMS WILL FIGHT
Pittsburg
"The stats uCfirij-Iitlia- s
Hundreds of people are homeless,
hits when hits meant runs, driving
Detroit Out in order.
'
gaged for sonle. time in investlgatis? tiilout 4 o'clock, where 'be will spend
FOR CHAMPIONSHIP
in, the ,
but tenta and supplies are being rush"Lefty" Liefield from
The
score:
he
H.
E.
...
R.
and
China'
the treaties between Japan
night.
ed here from different parts of the
fourth Inning, after a total ot five Detroit
5 8 1 to see whether there was anything in- runs bad been scored, three in tbjs
Los Angeles, Oct. 12. Monte' Attel state to relieve the suffering. Loot.......
4
0
6
While
imicable to American interests.
Pittsburg
ENRAGED SON ATTACKS
and Danny Webster will fight ten ers have been ordered shot on' sight,
Inning, following a fusillade of hits.
Bateries Mullin and Stanage;
this investigation was proceeding Mr.
FATHER WITH AN AXE rounds here tonight for the bantam so bold have they become in their
Clarke then sent in Phillippl to stem
Phillippl and Gibson. '
Crane, without the authority of any
the tide. He stopped the scoring, but
weight championship of the world. operations.
Evans
Klem.
and
one
connected with the state depart
Umpires
too late to save the game, as Detroit
Nine Inches of Rain
(Special Dispatch)
They will weigh in at 3 o'clock at 115
a
ment, gave out newspaper story that
Santa Fe, N. ,M., Oct. 12 Word pounds. As the referee cannot give a
had already tecured a commanding
Jacksonville,
Fla., Oct. 12. The
this government was preparing to reached here
BOSTON WOOL MARKET
lead.
today that Francisco decision here, they have agreed to storm which devastated Key West
some features of the
SHOWS LITTLE ACTIVITY protest against
Serna, aged 70 years, and a promin abide by the decision of a majority of last night, passed east of the Florida
Today's game was witnessed by the
treaties. Whereupon I sent for Mr. ent resident of Rio Arriba
Dethe
at
ever
crowd
gathered
largest
county, liv- the newspaper men, should each be on coast except in the vicinity of KeyFrancisco. In a conferat Espanola, is dying there from his feet at the end of ten rounds.
troit ball park. Although the sun was Boston, Oct. 12. With only small Crane at San
ing
West and Miami. At Key West there
ence Sunday night, he admitted some
wounds inflicted on him Sunday last
shining, it was 'very cold. The fans selections available in the local wool
was an unprecedented amount of
aswere encouraged by Detroit's rallies market and the sellers holding firm, indiscreet talk with a reporter and
by his son, Fabian Serna, during a DAUGHTER OF CONDEMNED
rainfall, nine inches of rain having fallrehave
I
all
responsibility.
of yesterday and their hopes were the movement to the mills continues sumed
between the father and Bon.
MAN APPEALS TO KING en there up to nine o'clock this
quarrel
luctantly reached the conclusion that
not in vain, as today's score shows.
It Is said that the son, who was a
light. It is stated, that not over fifty the
good of the service demanded
last
announced
by
night
It .was
came home last Sunday
million pounds of wool, remain in the
Passes Out to Sea
heepherder,
Paris, Oct. 12. The daughter of
Chairman Hermann, of the National Boston market, compared witb three that I tell Mr. Crane that his resigna- and began abusing his sister, where Francsco Ferrer, convicted of leading
Oct. 12. The hurri
Washington,
I
'
and
have
tion would be accepted,
Clarke, times that amount in normal
Baseball commission that
upon the father took the son to task, the Barcelona revolution and condemn, cane which wrecked Key West, Fla.
years done so."
Leach and Camnitz, of the Pirates, There have been moderate sales in
In a fit of anger the boy seized an ed to be shot tomorrow at sunrise, has yesterday has passed out to sea and
had each been fined $25 for talking Wyoming wool in original bags at
axe and struck the old man on the appealed to King Alfonso to save her is central about Bermuda, according
PATHETIC PREDICAMENT
back to Umpire O'Laughlin yesterday. 28 to 29 cents.
head, fracturing his skull. He also father. The socialists here had a big to the U. S. weather bureau.
OF NEW YORK DENTIST
This is the first time that the players
him in the, side with the demonstration of sympathy with Ferchopped
were ever fined in a world series.
several deep cuts rer last night, denouncing his trial as ROUGH HOUSE ATTENDS
weapon,
inflicting
' Kansas City, Oct.
12. Frantic
to
So great have been the receipts at ITALIANS OF TRINIDAD
a Judicial comedy.
WEST SIDE WEDDING
and
ribs.
fracturing
jthree
DO
HONOR TO COLUMBUS reach the bedside of his1 sick mother.
the four games so far played, that it
B. Rusk has
Mounted
Policeman
J.
a
S.
is
Dr.
dentist,
Severs,
George
is now certain the players will divide
There was a rough house on thebeen ordered to Espanola to arrest GOMPERS TO BE GIVEN
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 12. At the traveling to San Francisco on money
between $65,000 and $75,000 as their
OVATION IN WASHINGTON West side last night cfter the distrison. "
the
of
Columbus
celebration
day, he obtains by selling the gold fillings
today
share of the receipts.
bution of wedding presents.
Governor Shaffroth, O. A. Larrazolo, of his teeth. News of his mother's
First Inning
Oct. 12. Samuel Gomp-er- s
of a groom of yesterday is
Washington,
MOHAN
REV.
FATHER
of
Las Vegas, and Father Persone, illness reafrxd him in New York. He
Pittsburg At the last minute. Manwill be greeted here tonight by a charged with having struck a grandILL AT ST. ANTHONY'S
ager Clarke decided to send in Liefield addressed the crowd In English, reached Chicago by selling his dental
monster parade, in which twenty-fiv- e
mother of the new wife on the head
to pitch. Pittsburg was out in order. Spanish and Italian respectively. The tools. He persuaded a Chicago dentist
thousand laborers will take part He with a wine bottle, inflicting an ugly
was
Bernard
for
who
Rev.
a
of
Father
feature
celebration
Mohan,
in
the
to
and
sent
teeth
be
big
Detroit Manager Jennings
buy the gold from his
will then be formally welcomed at a wound. The matter is now in the
'
now has a ticket to Denver and' a years was secretary of the Leaven
Pitcher Mullin, who won. the second parade.mass meeting in convention hall.
hands of the district attorney.
gold bridge and two gold crowns to worth, Kan., diocese, and pastor of St.
Peter's church in that city, is- at presget him from there to San Francisco.
ent a patient at St. Anthony's sani
TO
tarium in this city, and his condition
SANTA FE ATTORNEY
to be serious.
A
BURGLAR is reported
CAPTURES
The reverend father is one of the
most prominent Catholic clergymen In
(Special, Dispatch)
When ill health forced
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 12. Hilario L. the country.
to come to Las Vegas, Rev. Pat
him
Ortiz, 'a well known lawyer of this
At a regular meeting of the board of tofore collected from the railroad com- city, last night captured a burglar rick Mcllnerney, of Chelsea Place,
Tonight at its club rooms in the tion of the reports of the officers for
education held last night at the city pany, which went into the "Maintenance who was attempting to break into his Kansas City, was appointed to the
Masonic
turn
he
in
Leavenworth
Temple, will be held the reg the club year just closed, plans will be
being
charge,
hall it, was voted by the members fund of the local public schools.
home. Ortiz,- hearing a noise at his
Rev.
succeeded
Dakat
Ernest
ular
of the Commercial club outlined for the work to be done the
by
meeting
The board of education will now bedroom window,- secured a revolver
an appeal to the dispresent
Mo
Rev.
careful
With
the
nursing
of this city.
At thte meeting, a coming year, which from present inditrict court in the matter of the ruling bring an action in the district court and sneaking out of the house, sur
cations promises to be an
to
An
at
han
receive
is
certain
St
made by the territorial board of equal- to compel the county assessor to as- prised the would-b- e housebreaker and
president and vice president, together
dne in the history of this city.
ultifor
held
out
is
his
thony's,
hope
of
railroad
the
the
ization at its recent meeting at Santa sess all
property
marched hinf to the county jail,
with ten directors, will be elected tot
Because of this a full attendance of
mate
recovery.
Fe, whereby it exempted all real prop- company In this city, valued at over where he waa turned over to the
the ensuing year. The new board of the members at
tonight's
Is
erty of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa $100,000, and the decision of the court sheriff. The man gives his name as
directors will at a later date select especially urged- - The timemeeting
Is now at
'
GOVERNOR'S STAFF IS
Fe railway In this city from taxation. will have the effect of deciding the le- Ramon Carrera.
the secretary and treasurer.
hand for the Commercial club to get
This ruling of the board of equaliza- gality of the ruling of the board of
ORDERED TO ALBUQUERQUE
So far as known, the present officers, enthusiastic and start
its:
boosting,
tion followed the raising of the assess- equalization in the matter.
ARGUMENTS CONTINUE IN
namely President W. J. Lucas, and, members should give some evidencement rate of this road from $6,500 to
Aside from the action above taken,
CRIMINAL LIBEL SUIT
Col. M. M. Padgett, editor of The Vice President M. W. Browne, will be that
they are "in the game."
$10,000 per mile In the territory, the the school board last night transacted
as well as most of the pres
Optic, is in receipt of a special order
There
will be a smoker following
board holding that railroad property only routine business. There was a
Indianapolis, Oct. 12. Arguments' on from Adjutant General R. A. Ford, ent directorate. The continuance as the business session, and this feature
should hereafter be assessed on a fuil attendance of the members with the request of the government attor chief of staff, calling upon him to re- secretary of George A.
Fleming, who of entertainment will take on the form
President Haydon presiding and Clerk neys to remove Delevan Smith and port at Albuquerque on October 15tii, has efficiently performed the onerous of a
strictly mileage basis.
'
general jollification meeting.
This ruling, which was contested at Charles Tamme present.
Charles R. Williams, charged - with at which time the governor of New duties of this position for the- past There will be
something doing at to
the time by representatives of ., both
Panama
Mexico
libel
meet
will
criminal
the president of the several years, is also assured.
concerning the,
night's
and therefore no memmeeting
;
The
weather
a
the school board and the ..city of. Las
prediction of
partly canai transfer, to the Disfrtet" of United - States.
CoL
Padgett. to--"
Tonight's meeting of the Commercial ber can afford to be absent.
Vegas, had the effect of depriving, the cloudy sky. with rising temperature, j Columbia, were continued
before tgether with Col. JSecundino Romero, clqb will be an important one in more ' Eight o'clock. '
sharp, is the hour set
former of about $2,500 In taxes here may mean more rain.
another member :of. the territorial ex ways than one. Besides the presenta for the
Judge Anderson her today:
'(
;., .,
meeting. .' f
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DAY

In Past Ten Years a Total of 46,416
People Have Been Mortally Injured,
While Over 50,000 Have Been
maimed For Life by Using Tracks

as Thoroughfares.

dian west the first division will be at
Clovis, the central distributing point
for the southwest.
Engineer D. A. Suller is daily expecting another and larger automobile
from Chicago,' having placed an order
for the vehicle when In that city recently.
Conductor L. D. Leeper piloted
little engine No. 44 to Lamy yesterday for service on the Santa Fe branch'
'
Engineer Homer R. Whitlock at the
throttle.
W. P. Morley yesterday loaded out
from the local stock yards seven cars
i of
sheep for Las Animas, Colo. The
fellows that had been shorn of their
fleece' had been bought of Bacharach
brothers, of this city.
E. Rosenwald & Son's shipment of
sixty-fiv- e
cars of sheep began today
from the local stock yards. It was
thought this morning that at least
thirty-fiv- e
cars would be loaded out
today for either Rocky Ford or Swink,
,

Trespassing on railroad, property, in
violation of the law, has been responsible for the deaths of 46,416 people in Colo.
'
,
the United States in the last ten Brakeman H. P.
a memKirtpatrick,
years. In the game period, more than ber of Conductor J.- F. Mulhern's
60,000 trespassers were Injured. It Is
passenger crew, residing in AlbuIn view of these facts that many of
querque, was compelled to lay over
the important railroads have deter- here
yesterday on account of a severe
mined to redouble their efforts to se- attack of
neuralgia, he being confined
cure In this country that rigid enforce- to the Closson
house, wheree stays
ment of the law against trespassing, when in the
city. Brakeman W. A.
which In England has reduced the
Bridges went out in his stead.
practice and accidents to trespassers
Continuous work for a long period
to a minimum.
Is assured the Detroit plant of the
The number of people killed while American Car and
Foundry company
trespassing on railroads has been In by the booking of an order for 2,000
creasing every year. In 1898, 4,063 freight cars for the Chicago Great
trespassers lost their lives on Ameri Western. This order, coming before
can railroads; five years later the the
completion of New York Central
number was 5,000, and in 1907 the and
Chicago and Northwestern orders,-givenumber killed was 6,612 more than
work that will keep the plant
fifteen a day. These figures are. taken
busy through the winter".
from the annual reports of the interG. E. Walters, chief of the detec
state commerce commission. Figures tive service of the Tucson division of
compiled by the Pennsylvania railroad the Southern Pacific Railway company,
alone show that 465 trespassers lost has tendered his resignation as the
their lives on that system's lines in head of that department, effective im1899;, 781 were killed in 1904; while mediately. No cause has been assignin 1907 the number reached 915 an ed at
headquarters for Mr. Walters'
average of almost three for every resignation. It is not known what Mr.
business day Im the year. In the ten Walters' plans for the future are, but
years prior to January 1, 1909, exact- it is supposed that he has some other
ly 7,240 people, who were on the position in view.
Pennsylvania's right of way in wilful
An appeal to the Arizona Railway
violation of the law, and in spite of commission on account of the alleged
thousands of warning signs along the excessively high rates now in force in
railroad, were killed. In addition, dur- the Wells Fargo express office at Phoe--ing the first six months of this year nix is to be made by the board of
285 trespassers were killed.
trade, and to bring about this, a
It is not only tramps who are killed special meeting of the board has been
and injured while trespassing, though called for October 15, at, which time
thousands of them lose their lives in such action as will bring the, matter
way every year, but also men of to the speedy attention of tne com
laboring class, factory workmen, mission will be taken.
wivss tpd children, who use the
Conductor Jerry Quinn had two
thoroughfares. This prac heavyweight passengers on No. 9 last
trks as added
tice gives
slgnlflcance to tne night, en route from the east to Alfigures from the Pennsylvania system, buquerque, where they will be on exthe tracks of which, lined with fac- hibition during the territorial fair at
tories, run through the densest indus- so much per. They were a fat girl
trial sections, through territory which tilting the beam at 897 pounds avoir
of the popula- dupois, and a fat man weighing over
holds more than one-hal- f
tion of the United States. On these 700 pounds.
Each one occupied four
tracks and adjacent property over
seats in a coach, with not an inch of
trespassers were arrested in 1908. space to spare to anyone else.
.
The alarming death roll from tres
A meeting of the traffic and operpassing on railroad property, which ating officials of the Santa Fe has been
s
from 1899 to 1909 was nearly
called for October 20 at Topeka to reof that suffered by the entire
arrange the schedule for the passenunion army in all the battles of the ger trains, and they are now gather.ivil war, is every year charged up to ing data for that meeting. The comthe railroads, even though these peo pany has begun to receive from three
ple are killed as a result of their vio to five new1 locomotives each day and
lation of the law, and under conditions consignments of new passenger equipover which the railroads have no con- ment of all kinds, and It is planned to
trol.
put this new equipment into use as
The
of state and county soon as possible. The Topeka 'meetauthorities has been solicited but
ing will result in numerous improveactual punishment of persons violating ments in the service throughout the
the laws forbidding trespassing on a west.
railroad's private property has been in
The Santa Fe railroad people have
frequent. The cost of imprisonment at last commenced work on an addihas deterred the courts from holding tion to their club house and restaurant
those arrested while trespassing on at Raton, which will
greatly enlarge
railroad property. The practice of the facilities for the cafe which has
walking on railroad tracks has been been conducted in the old Harvey
growing constantly, and the number of house building.
Numerous attempts
people kiljed and injured increases have been made to run a successful
with It
cafe, Bince the club house was established in the Gate city, but the quarRAILROAD NOTES
ters were too small to handle the
Engineer A. W. Green went down volume of patronage that came to' the
the lino yesterday in charge of en cafe. Now the construction gang of
gine No. 826, just out of the shops, the Santa Fe are on the ground and
are commencing work under the direcdrawing a "drag."
Engineer J. B. Reed and Fireman tion of M. R.' Williams, superinH. B. Anderson are laying oft for a tendent of construction of this diviscouple of days while engine 1648 is ion.
in the shops here.
A special train, with the head ofc,
Talk is general among the railroad ficials of the Santa Fe system on
men of Clovis that In the near future board, arrived in Denver yesterday
Amarillo will be abandoned as a morning for the purpose of investifreight division and that from Cana gating local conditions preparatory to
-

C'

11,-00-

four-fifth-

,

Becoming a mother should be a
source of joy, but the suffering
incident to the ordeal makes
QCVts anticipation one of dread.
jr-- Mother's Friend is the onlv rem
edy which relieves women of
much of the pain of maternity:
this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is not only made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those who use this remedy are
no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distress
ing conditions are overcome,
and the system is prepared for
the coming event. "It is worth
its weight in gold." say many
who have used it.

MIKE

II 00 pT bottle. Book of Yalncfn-e- to
all cxpecuuii ujoilierb m&Ued .
The Bradfitld RefoUtar C., Atlanta, Ga.

J

TPS AMDS)

ors they wouldn't have to recite or
play pieces on the piano." Washing-tStar.
BACKACHE

FEW DOSES REGULATE

o

HIDNEYS-EK-

rearranging time schedules and putting into operation several million
dollars' worth of new equipment
which the manufacturers have began
to deliver. C W. Kouns, general
manager, heard while in Denver of tie
completion of a deal between the
Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific,
which is one of the most important
negotiated in the history of the
In the party were General
Manager Kouns, R. J. Parker, general
superintendent; C. H. Bristol, superintendent, the chief engineer of the eon
i
pany, and several other officials.
Both the Southern Pacific and the
Santa Ft will take extraordinary precautions for the safety of President
W. H. Taft when he passes through
Arizona and New Mexico on his way
to El Paso this week.
The Southern Pacific railroad will place its
oldest and most reliable enginemen
and trainmen in charge of the Taft
special that will bring the President
from California into the territory to
Phoenix, where he will be given over
into' the care of the Santa Fe people.
While the names of the men who will
have the honor of conducting his train
over the Southern Pacific and Santa
Fe have not been ascertained as yet,
capable nd experienced men win be
selected for that duty, and unusual diligence will be observed, to make the
trip one of safety.
coru-pan-

ABSORBLETS

D
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suppose you will erect a hand
kidneys act fine and some monument to your husband's
backache or bladder misery is reliev memory?
ed after a few doses of Pape's DiuThe Widow To his memory ? Why,
retic.
poor John hadn't any. I found his
Pains in the back, sides or loins. pockets full of letters I'd given him
rheumatic twinges, debilitating bead-ach- to post. Exchange.
nervousness, dizziness,
sleepJohn-Smihad "worked for the
lessness, inflamed or swollen eyelids,
wornout feeling and many other Valvei Corporation for forty-twyears
symptoms of clogged, Inactive kid- and decided to quit The company,
in consideration of hi3 long and faith
neys simply vanish.
. Frequent,
painful and uncontroll ful service, arranged to give him a
able urination due to a weak or ir monetary recognition. The superin
ritable bladder is promptly overcome. tendent of the works, a German, aud
The moment you suspect any kid an extra good mechanic, was asked
ney, bladder or urinary disorder, or to present it. He was advised to use
feel rheumatism coming, begin taking a little sentiment in making the prethis harmless remedy, with the sentation speech, and this is the way
,
knowledge that there is ho other he did it:
"John, you haff worked for h com
medicine, at any price, made any
where else in the world, which will pany over forty
"Yes."
effect so thorough - and prompt ' .1
"You are going 1,0 oii't?"
cure, as a fifty-cetreatment
ot
f
"Yes."
Pape's Diuretic, which any druggist
"Veil.
so
tarn
are
can supply.
They
glad tf it
This unusual preparation goes di that they asked me to hand you this
.
rect to the
kidneys, blad hundred dollars." Monson Regi3U'-der and urinary system", cleaning,
healing and strengthening these or
gans and glands, and completes the PROTESTANT CHURCHES
cure before you realize it.
PLAN GREAT TRUST
A few days' treatment with Pane's
Diuretic means clean, active, healthy
kidneys, bladder and urinary organs
Washington, Oct. 12. A colossal
and you feel fine.
trust, as great as any ever conceived
Your physician, pharmacist, ban In the brain of a Morgan, a Rockefelker or any mercantile agency will tell ler or a Harriman, which shall declare
you that Pape, Thompson & Pape. of dividends undreamed of by the kings
Cincinnati, is a large and responsible of Wall street. Is what the lears of
medicine concern, thoroughly worthy the layman's missionary movement
of your confidence.
would organize among the men ot
Accept only Pape's Diuretic fifty the churches of America. '
cent treatment from any drug store
They would organize the Protes
tant churches of America holding
anywhere in the world.
property worth $100,000,000 and ex
Flood braced himself and stood stock pending each year $300,000,000, into
a great federation for the purpose
still.
"Run, you Idiot!" screamed the of evangelizing the world during this
spectators. "Run! Why in blazes don't generation.
A big convention will be held in
you run?"
"Run!"
Flood. Washington, November 11 to 14, for
calmly queried
"What would I run for? I've got two the purpose of awakening the church
more clouts at it! "Saturday Eve members of this city on the question
of missions.
,
ning Post.
Gifford Pinchot, chief of the forest
"It's really provoking," said the ry bureau, is chairman of the general
fond mother,
"baby always cries Washington committee having the
when we have company."
matter in charge.
The laymen's
"Well
answered Mr. Groucher, missionary
movement, inaugurated
you can't blame children for dislik three
years ago, is interdenomiing company. If it. weren't for visit- - national. " It has as its fundamen- He- -I

,
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She All is over between us. Take
away your hateful presence.
He All right. Give em here. Baltimore American.
The Poet Poets are born, not
made.
The Girl I know. I wasn't blaming
you. Boston Transcript.
He Perhaps your father objects to
me on account of my shortcomingc.
She No; I thing it is on account
of your
Exchange.
Nell

I

hear that salt water makes

the hair gray.
Bell Well, if that's the case,
leave mine in the bathhouse.
change.

I'll
Ex-

Young Golightly (to pretty girl)
Is the seat next to you engaged, miss?
Miss No, but I am! And he's gonext station.
ing to get in at
ConiicCuts.

j

New Mexico's

te

I

'TrvV

Modern

store

One-Piec- e

,

Just then the train suddenly
ed Into a tunnel;

plung-

But nothing unusual happened in
'
the car.
It was filled with delegates to a
mothers' convention and the dark
ness had no other effect than to cause
a momentary irritation. Chicago TriK
bune. ,

'

A baseball game was played in
Topeka once between married men
and the bachelors."
A man named Flood came to the
bat. The pitcher put over a straight
one and Flood knocked the ball over
the fence.
Instead of starting tor first base,

.

'

Money Comes In Bunchea
to A. A. Chisholm, of Treadwell, N.
Y., now. His reason is well worth

reading: "For a long time I suffered
from indigestion, torpid liver, constipation, nervousness, and general debility," he writes. "I couldn't sleep,
haa no appetite, nor ambition, grew
weaker .every day in spite of all medical treatment Then used Electric
Bitters. Twelve bottles restored all
e
my
health and vigor. Now,
1 can attend
tn himfnpRa evarv Anv
It's a wonderful medicine."
Infall
ible for stomach, liver, kidneys, blood
and nerves. 50c at all druggists.

,
1

i

s
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tu
t
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old-tim-

Some men like to attend a prohibition convention because it increases

il

their thirst.

1

,

Mr. F. G. Fritz, Oneonta, N. Y.,
writes: "My little girl was greatly

benefited by taking Foley's Orino Laxative, and I think it Is the best remedy for constipation and liver trouble." Foley's Orino Laxative is, mild,
pleasant and effective, and cures habitual constipation. O. G. Schaefer
andRed Cross Drug Co.

11, 000

Feet ot

Floor Space

Ladies'
Dresses at

1

one-piec-

Ladies' Tailored Suits
15.00. 17.50. 21.50, 23.50. $25.00
Our line of Ladies' Suits is
in the
All of the best
NO TWO ALIKE

Underwear

These early Fall days when it is too cool to go without a'
wrap and to warm too wear a coat, a good Sweater strikes the
happy medium, giving the necessary warmth without being
burdensome. We have them in White, Cardinal and Oxford and
all desirable combinations,
to
long, at
27-in-

$3.00

,

to $10.00.

Blankets and Comforts

are good things to have and the sooner
you get them the bettor the selection to
choose from. Prepare for cold weather
"
by making your purchases now.

Our Fall line of Underwear is one of
the best we have had, including Ladies'
and Children's separate garments and
Union Suits in several different qualities.
Fit and service combined in every
.

'

Flannelette Kimonos
are very convenient garments. Warmth and comfort are two
qualities belonging especially to these garments. We have some
extremely pretty ones this Fall, made on entirely new line's. The
patterns and color combinations are unusually attractive and the
garments are well made from the best velours.
Prices range from SI 60 to $4.50.

Misses and Children's

Dresses

.

Most people now dress their children in
garments, because
it is much more convenient, just as economical and the garments have a
much better style than the average home-mad- e
garments. We have an excellent line of Misses' and Children's dresses made in the newest styles from
ready-to-we-

ar

such material as Percale, Gingham, Galetea, half wool and all wool Suitings,
Cashmere and Serges. Any color ou may wish in almost any style from the
plain .little dress at 65c to the. elaborately trimmed dress at $8.50.
These garments are well made from first class materials, tastefully
are neat, stylish and serviceable. ' Sizes, from 3 to 14 years.

med; and

trim-

.

Dress Like Illustration,
made from the best quality Manchester Percale, trimmed in solid color percale,,
full, plaited skirt, a very neat; serviceable' little dress, only $1.50.

1

i

ALTERATIONS FREE.

Ladies' Sweaters

'

'5

A

,

mounequaled
Territory.
dels in the more desirable shades at any price you desire, from $15 up to $75.

v

'

L

e
As the Season advances the
dress gains in popularity. And this
true of the Moyen-Ag- e
models. Neat, dressy and attractive, though
radically ''different" from any previous style, they are meeting with the strongest
approval from all. No wardrobe, will be complete his Fall unless it contains one
or more of these desirable garments

JL.
5

tal idea that the command of Christ
to "go into all the world and preach
the gospel to every creature" i3 mandatory upon the men of today as nev
er before.
The series of city conventions will
begin in New England this fall and
will close with a national missionary
congress in Chicago; May 3 to 6,
'
...
.
1910.
Vis

TU

.

a

V"

is especially

'

The Bachelor Is it true that you
are an advocate of woman's rights?
The Spinster Yes.
The Bachelor Then you believe
that every woman should have a
vote?
The Spinster Oh, no; but I believe
that every woman should have a
voter. Chicago Daily News.

,l

ry

12.50, 14.50, 17.50. 22.50. $25.00

Larry Moike, fwhat's this new
game they call "auction bridge?"
Mike (behind the bar) I dlnno, but
I'm thinkln' it manes that th felley
that puts up th' highest bid gets th'
job o' tendin' th' bridge. Exchange.

'

--

under-ordina-

ESTABLISHED

"What will happen, when women
vote?"
I suppose, among other things, one
won't be able to get a democratic
cook to work with a republican housemaid." Washington Herald.

"There's one great advantage about
living away out here in the country,"
said Mr. Crosslots contentedly.
"What's that?" asked his visitor.'
"A servant has to stay at least a
week in order to. earn enough to pay
her fare back home." Washington
Star.

-

good health,, with its blessings, must understand, quite clearly, that it involves the
question of right living with all the term
implies. With proper knowledge of what
is best, each hour of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may
be made to contribute to living aright.
Then the use of medicines 'may be dis- pensed with to advantage, but
conditions in many instances" a
simple, wholesome remedy may be invaluable if taken at the proper time and the
California Fig Syrup Co. holds that it is
alike important to present the subject
tfuthfully and to supply the one perfect
laxative to those desiring it.
Consequently, the Coiupaiiy 'a Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna gives general
satisfaction.
To got its beneficial effects
buy the genuine, manufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Co. only, and for sal
by all leading druggists.

Sq.

"Straws show which way' he w,jnd
blows!"
They also show us that
The wearer hasn't got the price
Of a new derby hat.

Kind Old Lady (talking to a tramp)
Have you ever made an effortjto
get work?
Tramp Yes, ma'am. Last month I
got work for two members of my fam
ily, but neither of t.hom would 'ak it.
Human Life

fx

Alt Who
Would Enjoy

t t
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EVENT a half ounce of Virginglycerine
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Oil of Pine
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THIS
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CURRIER COMMISSION HAS MORE
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EVIDENCE TO PRESENT
BILLINGS, MONTANA. ARfour hours. This mixture possesses
that systemic catarrh is an Internal
the healing, healthful properties of
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disease that exrernal applications
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of one
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held
and
for
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well
it
hard,
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ed
fairly
the International Dry Farming
ing congress.
to make a marked impression
W. J. Rutherford deputy . minister exposition alone. The exposition will years, and yet it Is a terrible thing. cient
Can be one of the finest demonstrations But it is brutal to think of taking upon the case. Of course in chronic
or agriculture, Saskatchewan,
cases a longer treatment is necessary.
ada;, vice president and correspond' of agricultural progress ever made. if away from the sufferers! First The
average In such instances Is
Conmust
have some treatment, some
Canada has already secured several they
ing secretary of the Dry Farming
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you
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will
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Rexall Remedies in East
commls-i
Hon. W. R. Motherwell,,
Cardston, Lethbrldge, Medicine Hat, and more will suffer the torments of
sioner of agriculture,,. Saskatchewan, Macleod and a large number of indi- - the. damned. I am a business man, Las Vegas only at our store, The
Canada.
dual jexhjblts ..from. qtljer sections. well read, )a hard yWk;r, and one Rexall Store. E. G. Mur.phey.
Utah and Colorado are vlelng with who realizes the awfuiness" of the
with physicians'
berta, Canada, member of the Inter- and South Dakota report that they habit I have. Is there no' help for pedlent
national advisory exhibit committee will be present with the- - goods', and me? The medical fraternity ought by could their secrets be revealed, would
locate in many a fashionable bedof the congress; In charge of the several state agricultural
colleges all means do something, for thousands chamber. A
sponge is suspended
to
of
are
them
blame
exhibit.
for the careless
Canadian
have asked for space. The Washingover the head of the bed by an elasW. H. Fairfield, Lethbrldge, Alber- ton Agricultural ' college will display manner in which they have handled
tic cord. Moistened with ether, it Is
ta, Canada, superintendent of Cana- hybrid wheats; several successful the drug and caused their patients to
held over the nose and mouth until
become
dian dry farm experiments.
No
ex
one
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victims.
earth
dry farm' horticulturists will display
sleep approaches. Then, released, it
Senor Don Romulo Escobar, lngen- apples and other
fruit; cept my good and loyal wife knows
of the vegetable and root crops are coming' of my. affliction personally, and she flies out of reach and the sufferer
iero agronomo, president
School of Agriculture, Cludad Juarez, from several states. There will be will tell the druggist it is for herself from insomnia falls Into the longed-fo- r
stupor.
and corres- demonstrations of plowing, threshing, she buys the stuff, In order to shield
Mexico, vice president
"Etherism develops personal pecu
ponding secretary of the Dry Farming etc., every day and it is estimated me. God knows I want "a cure.'
"The lonely 'jabber has, been de- liarities as marked as those of coCongress.
that while other expositions may sur
and clerks
John Safary, special delegate from pass the Dry Farming Exposition in scribed as a type of morphinism; caine. The
the National Agricultural Association size, no other western show will go what now of the 'sniffer'? In a for- of the retail district in Chicago are
of Hungary.
)
into history as more practical or in- mer article of this series, the cocaine all familiar with the strange actions
Hon. L. Goger, representing the ag- teresting.
victim has been thoroughly charac of a woman of high social standing.
She has accounts at all of the leading
ricultural ministry of the Hungarian
"The International
sweepstakes terized, and he may be passed by, stores and
is an active shopper. She
Kingdom.
prizes and interstate trophies which with his bottle of 'heaven dust' and
chief are coming from many quarters will his blower, as a repellent, incredibly will sweep in, handsomely gowned.
Dr. Lawrence Baeta-Neveengineer of the technical department make the show worth while from debased figure of the slums. But order some expensive finery sent out
of public works ' and Industries1 of every standpoint."
there Is another kind of 'sniffer more to her home and then lean over the
Brazil; vice president and correspondThis issue of the Bulletin la double unusual and more bizarre the in- counter and whisper in the employe's
ear: 'Could you be kind enough to
of
the
Dry
Farming the usual size and space is given to a haler of ether or chloroform.
ing secretary
Congress.
"Insomnia and nervousness
number of Interesting articles on dry
form lend me some car fare. I find that I
Hon. John Barrett, director of the farming. "Arizona Seeking the Truth" the starting point for etherism; pro have come away from home without
International Bureau of the American and "An Unexplored Texas Field," by fessional men and society women my purse.' The loan is always forth
Republics. Mr. Barrett will discuss E. J. Iddlngs, field commissioner of comprise the majority of Its slaves. coming and is Included In the bill, for
"Arid Agriculture in South America." the Dry Farming Congress and "Dry Here, at any rate, the malpractice her story is well known. She is an
ether 'fiend' and is under treatment
A special delegate whose name has
Farming in McKinley County, New of doctors cannot be blamed. A
not been announced, will come from Mexico," by Gus Mulholland, editor casual whiff at the stopper of a bot and close surveillance.
Russia, representing the Agricultural of the McKinley County Republican, tle invokes drowsiness when needed;
CHILDREN WHO ARE 8ICKLY.
Society of Tashkent.
are among the instructive contents of the experiment is
repeated with deepDr. A. Aaronsohn, Department
of this more than
Mothers who value their own comer
and longer inhalations each time;
usually interesting
Agriculture of Turkey, in charge of number of the official dry fanning and a ruinous habit is soon establish fort end the welfare of their children
ed. Fortunately, this is a vice that should never be without a box of
dry land experiment in Palestine.
newspaper.
National
The Dry Farming Congress Bulle is rarely contracted through ignor- Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
United States Senator Thomas H. tin la sent regularly twice a month ance; but the 'loving friends' of the Children, for use throughout the seaCarter of Montana.,
to all members in good standing of dissipation make It dangerous enough son. They break up colds, cure
United States Senator Joseph M. the Dry Farming Congress.
constipation, teething disorMem to the world.
Dixon of Montana.
in the congress, which costs
"Foreign exchange through matri- ders, headache and stomach troubles.
bership
Hon. F. W. Mondell, ' member of only one dollar a year, also entitles mony between American money and These powders never fall. Sold by
congress from Wyoming and father the subscriber to the annual report European titles usually ends disas- all drug stores," 25c, Don't accept
of the Mondell
homestead of the congress, or Handbook of In trously, but few of these matches any substitute. A trial package wiH
act
formation. To secure these publica have had more tragic story than that be sent free to any mother who will
Hon. William H. Andrews, Albu- tions, address John T. Burns, Sec- of the Due de Chaulnes and Theodora address Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy,
querque, delegate to congress from retary, The Dry Farming Conpreps, Shonts, daughter of the railroad man, N. Y.
New Mexico.
who, for a time, was in charge of the
Billings, Montana.
You are wrong, Alonzo; the magaPanama canal operations. De Chaulzine
nes
gun wasn't invented by a magadied
and
under
suddenly,
inummmiunuimnwf
peculiar
circumstances, within recent recollec zine editor for the purpose of extermition, leaving his bride of a - few nating poets.
months with an unborn heir. It has
H
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favorite Druggist for
If
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drug.
absolutely true ity, one that has an established repuIn this particular case, there
are tation and that is certain to effect a
others which could be verified by sor quick cure. Such a medicine Is ChamEspecially valuable In aural affections of children
Cough
Remedy. It has
rowing American women who have berlain'sa world
mild, pure, and sanitary. Specially recommended by
wide reputation by its
gained
with
so
in
for
children
sold their happiness for titles, if remarkable cures of this most comcold
the head, which
physicians
often brings on chronic nasal catarrh. Contains no harmtheir Hps would speak the truth.
mon ailment, and can always be deful drugs. Sold only in sanitary, convenient tubes and
"To prevent such a fatal outcome, pended upon. It acts on nature's
recommended by over 85,000 druggists in 25c and 60c tubes.
If yours hasn't Kondon's, a 25c or 60c tube will be sent you
which is liable to happen when Bleep plan, relieves the lungs, aids expectorpostpaid on receipt ot price, or absolutely tree sample Dy
opens the secretions and aids
comes on with the ether bottle still ation,
nature in restoring the system to a
Kondon Mia Company.
Minn.
Minneapolis,
at the nostrils, the sophisticated prac- - healthy condition. For sale by all
i
arm
tlcers of this habit renort to an e- - dealers.
UlUIUIIIIIIIMHIUU,lMIHHl,llllllllHllHIUUIMU".lll.l"'UI
up, be sure

NEW MEXICO'S

that your druggist uses

Champion

MACHINERY
Moline

v

Studebaker

WAGONS

26-2-

VEHICLES

American
Elwood

STOCK FENCE
Genuine Glldden

BARB WIRE
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

26-2-

25-2-

""holeealere of
General
NTesr-otietrciig-

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

Inter-

v

-related

Mail Orders Promptly Pilled.

GROSS, HELLY and- CO.

d

50-ce-

xs

( Incorporated)

WHOLESALE ZIERQHAmS
and Dealer

WOOL, HIDES

Li.

In- -

and PELTS

Home at
Eaat Laa Vega, N.M., Albuquerque, Mm Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm
M., Peooa, Nm Mm, Logan, N. M., Trinidad, Colorado
BAffl WAGONS, the Dost Farm Wagon mada
TTLEY CO., Vahloloa
NAVAJO DLANXETS

RAGIftE-S- A

1

'

case-book-

d

Retail Prices:
a.ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.,
i.ooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c oer 100 lbs.
Less than .so lbs., each deliver v. coc ner mo lh

AQUA

'

shop-keepe- rs

,

.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting- qualities of which have made Las Vegaa
-

famous.

Office:

'

701 Douglas avenue.

Browne & lanzaoares

1

(k

wholesale" qrocers
Siadi sod Stidtrt
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines,.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

'

Headquarters in the Territory for

.

fever-Ishnes-

320-acr- e

Catarrhal Deafness
Avoided and Cured

i't fill

Liberal Free Sample

ml

'lows. Agricultural mplements
FULL

LINE OF

MEXICAN

MICLE

Ope

Hoiking Bait

Pntozi'a Draught
O
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It is
of its statutes.
premature to begin criticising
the effects of this law, or the men
whose duty it is to administer' it. And
In any event, - though mistakes ' be
made, do not ask for the abandonment
of intelligent and humane methods of
dealing with criminals'..
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Price, $1.75
We have Clocks that cost you less,
but don't ring as long. Price, $1.00.
They are all guaranteed for one

year.
Remember our
count for cash.

per cent

This

dis-

ALARM

Expert Watch Repairing.

--

LOUS

City

Is

606

Douglas Ave. A. T.

A Good One,

fe

S.

P. Watch Inspector

to Come To.

OUR ANNUAL GUESTS WILL FIND IT SO.

folks who stay, are glad to see you folks
'We
who come.
'

,

lilTaichert's Store extends a' Jcordial welcome
to'annual visitors.
Saturday, Oct. 9, '09 The Taichert's Store at Lit
cola Ave. next to VPelk'Fargo
Express Co,, is one of the
Leading Retail Establishments
of Las Vegas. Occupies a sw
prem'e position in the Cloth"
ing field. And is a point of
interest that no visitor should
miss, '

amoral' rm

u

Special Harvest

Carni-

IS?

val Offer

'

PALLING

10

J. TAUPERT, Jeweler and Optician.

R.

sctiWMI

STOPS

morn-- i

We have a Clock that rings for
fifteen minutes "Inter . Mittently."
You just simply have to "get up" or
go crazy. Let us show you one.

n

Ellas Montoya was acquitted in Jus
tice Pablo Ulibarrl's court on the
West side yesterday of the charge of
participation in the theft of four
Entered at the Postoffice at East horses from 'MarcIal Varela
residing
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
at Salltre, this county. However, it
matter.
was not so with Margarito Romero, 1
who pleaded, guilty and is now an
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Inmate "of the county bastile,. in de
fault of bail. Both of the accused
Dally.
Fer Year by Carrier....
.$7.00 parties reside at Anton Chlco, Gua'
Per Month by Carrier ,
.65 dalupe county.
Per Week by Carrier
20
L.V, Allen, formerly one of the
Weekly'
proprietors of The Optic, has Just
une year
$2.00
as a member of the city
resigned
Six Months
L00
council at BIsbee, Arizona, because
of change of residence from the ward
HERE TO STAY
whose people thrust aldermanlc honors and .emoluments upon him when
It is useless to assail the indetermi- he
least suspected that such would
nate sentence andv the paroling of
be the case, a few years ago.
prisoners. They are features of the
more enlightened criminal legislation
cot- Friends in this city have been noof the day. They have proved their
tified of the forthcoming marriage of
value, and states which have put
I
Abran Baca, a son ofMarcelino Baca, I
them in force do not abandon them.
an
of the territorial
There are palpable abuses In con
from Sandoval county,
it
nection with ttte administration of legislature,
criminal law which enable offenders to Miss Lucia C. de Baca, a daughter
to escape Justice altogether or to de- of Manuel Armljo. The wedding will
fer the punishment they deserve. The take place at the home "of the parents
waste of time in selecting Jurors, the of the bride at Pena Blanca.
lack of power of the trial Judge, the
Jose Pablo Aguilar, father of An- ?2.205.90; calves $79.E0.
southern steers $3.254.75; southern
tendency of courts of review to set
tonio Jose Aguilar,
a
cows $2.503.90; native cows and
prosperous
$7.20
11,000,
Hogs
weak;
light
aside verdicts for technical errors
and
which do not go to the merits of the sheep raiser of Guadalupe county, 7.65; mixed $7.958.05; heavy $7.35 heifers $2.255.50; stockers
died
town
of
Anton
the
Cbico
at
bulls
this
feeders
8.10;
$2.754.00;
good
$3.255.70;
rough $7.357.55;
case are real evils. It is unfortunate
that men, should turn from them to morning at the advanced age of ninety-- choice heavy $7.558.10; pigs $5.75 calves ?3.508.00; western steers
two
years. Thus it is, one by one,
7; bulk sales $7.607.95.
$3.756.75; western cows $2.75
.war against imaginary evils.
to""
links
bind
the
of
na4.25.
the
10
that
to
people
weak
38,000,
lower,
Sheep
That the administration of the in
Hogs 8000, 5 lower, bulk sales $7.30
determinate sentence and parole law day to the past are passing away. tive $2.504.75; western $2.754.80;
7.70; heavy
$7.607.75; packers
yearlings $4.405.40; lambs, native
in this territory is flawless nobody asand butchers $7.407.70; light $7.00
western $4.407.80.
serts. Instances may be cited where
$4.207.00;
MARKET REPORTS.
men have been let loose who should
7.60; pigs $5.005.G0.
Kansas 'City Stock Market
not have been. That happens with
Sheep 5,000 strong, muttons
11
St. Louis Wool
Kansas City, Oct. 12 Cattle 18,000, 4.75; lambs $5.607; range wethers
but one does not
St. Louis, Oct. 12. Wool steady, Including 700 southerns, steady to 10 yearlings $4.255.25; range ewes $3
therefore demand the abolition of the
4.75.
steers $4.50fJ;.50;
Jury. The parole law would have territory western mediums 2Z2; higher, native
worked better if the legislature had fine mediums 2224; fine 1319.
not stolidly refused to provide more
than one parole officer to look aftar
Chicago Stock Market
Ayer's Hair Vigor is composed of sulphur, glycerin, quinin, sodium chlorid, capsi
the probationers, to encourage them in Chicago, Oct. ' 12. Cattle 11,000, cum, sage, alcohol, water, perfume. Ask your doctor about this. Follow his advice.
their efforts to reform, and to give steady to 10 lower, beeves ?4.25
Promptly checks falling hair. Completely destroys dandruff. An elegant dressing.
early notice to the prison officials of 8.70; Texas steers $45.20; western
steers $4.257.25; stackers and feedsymptoms of backsliding.
J C. ATV.n OonAWT, Towo!l, Mnf.
The indeterminate
sentence and ers $3.105,25; cows and heifers

in the

"getting np?"

v.

Suits pure worsteds
hand tailored latest models.

$14.50
Shoes, if not satisfactory cheerfully your mo-

ney back.

hi AIR

2.50, 3.50, 4.00 and $5.00

Does not: dolor the illair

Neckwear,

Hats and Shirts

Fall Appareling and Dress Needs for Women

j
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Hosts of New ThougKts for Autvinmnal
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The new goods have arrived and are delighting the early shoppers with their
fresh, radiant beauty. Garments and dress fabrics alike, reflect all that Dame Fashion
from her gilded throne has shown upon.
Every department in this Store effervesces with life and color from this"superb
showing of magnificent Fall Merchandise. Needs for both Maid and Matron.

Fashion lovers find here the newest thoughts
in smart Suits, enchanting coats, bewitching
weaves in dress goods, aristocratic silks,
swagger tailored skirts, comfortable underwear in figure, conforming styles; and all the
little accessories and notions which women
are continually needing.
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Attractive as is this Autumnal showing it appeals not alone to the eye but to
the purse. We have priced the new things most alluringly. So much, so in fact that
economical folk are purchasing their needs now.

Suits for Women and Misses' at prices ranging
from $12.50 to
from $15 to $50 and i
$35 afford a showing which will suit every choice
and every need.
-p-

fen
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COME

AND
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iece-dresses

THIS

STYLE SHOW

OF

FALL

STORE OF QUALITY"

E.LASVEGAS.
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MERCHANDISE.
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on matters pertaining to his
official position.
THESE COOL RIGHTS
Capt W. B. Brunton, of Shoemaker,
was ticketed to- - Albuquerque on an
Remind us that, it is now time
afternoon passenger train today, i ,.
to get ready for winter.
methods durin g the "
T. Ranahann is at the Eldorado homany years of, our
and
Bell
tel from Wolfe, Idaho; John
dealings have proven
H. D. Brown from Wagon Mound.
the wisdom of tradJacob Davidhizer, a mesa farmer, WE ARE SHO WING A BIG LINE
'
..
While
has returned here from a visit to rer- - v ....
ing with us.
O
Colo.
La
at
Junta,
latives
busiresiding
working for a
A. J. Thull, manager of the Watrous
ness we have been
"
Mercantile company's store, is down
working for a reputown from Watrous this afternoon on
'
tation; we have gainbusiness.'
ed it and it will be
A. H. Reingreuber, the Las Vegas
Base-Bvirrie- rs
brewer, has gone to Anton Chico on
upheld. Every deal
Tom
a
business
accompanied
by
trip,
satisfacis
a
with us
,
McElroy.
SI. 50 up'. .
tory deal we guaG. W. Thompson, a prominent
'''i-rantee that,
BE SURE to see our line before pur
and business man of Trinidadj
chasing elsewhere.
Colo., is here 'today, staying at the
NO EXTRA CHARGE to set up
WINTERS DRUG CO.
V Stoves bought from us.
Castaneda.
W..E. Blackman, who is interested
Telephone Main 3
in a tract of land near Sapello, left
Blankets and Comforts
BRIDGE STREET
here last evening for his home in
Panora, 111.
ia great array,
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
Mrs. Yerbury, mother of O. G.
for an
big size,
$2.48
Silkolene COMphysical director at ih& Y. M. C
PERSONALS
FORT, worth $3.60.
A., has departed from the city for
San Francisco.
for
the 85c Double Cotton, 4
50c
J. Hecht ia in town from St Louis
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Robinson arrivBlankets.
,
ed at the Castanedja hotel this aftertoday.
65c for the $1.00 Heavy 10-- 4 Cotton
J. W. Clark is at the New Optic noon from Detroit; Ople Fitzpatrlck
Blankets, all colors.
from La Junta.
from Danville, 111.
Only at
A. M. Adler was at Wagon Mound
M. L. Cooley, the liveryman, ,has
again yesterday. .,
gone to El Paao, Texas, on a short
Otto Lange reached town from visit to his son, Winchester Cooley,
Watrous last evening.
a banker In that city, and he will
John S. Clark visited Watrous on stop at Santa Rosa on the trip.
Insurance business yesterday. '
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
P. J. and P. D. Mersfelder, J. M.
L. L. Janea is a visitor to town to- Anderson and H. F. Ivy have come to
day from Alamogordo, N. M.
the Beulah vicinity from Clovis to Judge in the interests of statehood.
Miss Hannah Carr, of Mineral Hill, hunt and fish, having taken out the He comes highly recommended and
is. visiting friends in the city.
necessary territorial licenses in this Is being cordially received by prominG. H. Harris is at Hotel La Pension city.
ent people.
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Ettllng have
E. G. Murphey returned from Dentoday from Rocky Ford, Colo.
Charles Ilfeld was an early morn- ver yesterday afternoon and left this left the city for Albuquerque to spend
ing passenger for Albuquerque today. afternoon for Albuquerque to attend the week of the territorial fair. Dr.
A. L. White was a passenger Into a meeting of the territorial board of Ettling is a government veterinary
town last evening from Kansas City. pharmacy, of which body he is
surgeon and sheep Inspector and his
L. C. Leonard, a Chicago traveling
services may be in demand on the
man, has gone to Albuquerque from
Placido Sandoval is a visitor to fair grounds there.'
this city.
town today from his home in the
Miss Carol Ross, daughter of Mr.
Joe Semmelman returned yester- mountains where the fish and game and Mrs. Robert L. M. Ross, departed
day from a two weeks' vacation trip laws are rigidly enforced and where this afternoon for Albuquerque, in
g
to Chicago.
the people are
to the which city she will be the guest for a
few days of her sister, Miss May
W. E. Kieffer, M. S. Stern and J. R. very letter.
Mills came to the city irom umcago
Civil Engineer C. W. King, wife and Ross, who is a teacher of oratory in
last evening. an assistant, W..F. Jacobs, arrived here the New Mxico University there.
Don Eugenio Romero departed on
Mrs. A. Reilly, of Chicago, is the yesterday from Durari'go, Colo., and
.guest of Rev. Fr. D. E. Reilly at St.v will Join the Camfleld surveying party. the flyer this morning for Santa Fe,
Vho have months of steady work as- Albuquerque and El Paso, probably
,.
Anthony's sanitarium.
accompanying the ' presidential party
Joseph Danzlger was among those sured them.
E. K. McAlpine, himself a patient to the Pass city and then visiting
who took first-clas- s
passage to "Albuat the Plaza hotel and sanitarium Monterey, Mexico In the interests of
querque this afternoon.
Dr. W. E. Kaser, of this city,' has here, has been called' back to the old his box factory at Estancia, N. M.
W. O. Robinson who owjis
farm
been In Santa Fe attending a Imeetftfg' fiome"'"ln" Brunette,' Louisiana by the
of the territorial medical board.
death of a brother,- - rt. H.M6 Alpine, east of the Hoskins place oh the mesa
District Attorney C. 'W. G. Ward a general merchant in that southern and Is connected with W. B. Martin,
jr., in the land business, went to
has gone over the mountains to San- - clty.t
;Miss Maude Thorpe, of Chicago, a Wagon Mound last evening, thence
relative of Mrs. Larry Trainer, was visiting he townslte proposition of
met at the depot last evening by the the Optimo Land company near that
latter. Miss Thorpe was enroute to town.
pay 10, 15, San Francisco, Cal., and her engage Mrs. Henry Huning and four chil
Oft ry OK lanfn
ments would not permit her to stop dren arrived from Santa Barbara,
Cal., on a belated train yesterday af
for a cake of over here.B.
Mark
Wasson, a veritable old- - ternoon and will be the guests of
"toilet" soap when, for time citizen of northern New Mex Don Pedro Montano and family indefive cents, you can buy ico, at least a part of whose history finitely. Mrs. Huning formerly residshould be handed down to posterity ed in Albuquerque, where her hus
cake of Ivory Soap between
book covers, arrived in town band died about seven years ago,
which is bigger and bet- this afternoon from his ranch out C. D. Boucher returned this after
noon from Santa Fe, in whicli Capital
from Shoemaker.
in every way?
Walter Burns, who was announced city he had been looking after lodge
How much bigger? to arrive here several
days ago, dioJ matters entrusted to his care.'
Two or three times as big. not come in from North Carolina till Miss Hixie Aiken, who has been
How much better? this afternoon. He is a son of Mrs. attending school at St Charles, Mo.,
Fred Westerman, and has been with returned home this afternoon, having
Well, there is only one an uncle the past year learning the been summoned to the bedside of her
. way to find out
sick father, C. F. Aiken.
buy a machinist's trade.
M. Bigelow, of
Mrs. J. D. Ellsworth has departed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
cake and see for yourself.
New York, are guests at Hotel Cas- for the New Mexico fair in the Duke
taneda again, returning here from city and incidentally to visit a sister,
Santa Fe on
night train. Mr. Big- Mrs. Joseph Koeble, there during the
elow is a widely known contributor present week.
Clarence Iden, of the Gross-Kellto magazines and an author and is
sent to New Mexico by John M. office, returned this afternoon from
Cent. '
37
Sleicher, president of the company Rowe and Pecos towns, to which
publishing Frank Leslie's Weekly and points he accompanied J. W. Harri-
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Sto ves, Heaters
and

from
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Ivory Soap
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President
President

That is a tremendous fact for users of
heaters.
,

Yonr fire is never
out!
A hat full of coal
in a Cole's Hot Blast barns all night, and in the;
morning instead of building the fire, shivering in
chilled room and waiting for the fire to heat up,"
von ona a draft nnlv.
And there is fuel enough left to w
up:

Interest Paid oiv Time Deposits
A TOT

,.

0

...

of the woman or man

is a miniature

0
0

that is to be.

0

A

0

SUFFICIENT

Try it for your girl or

do for them.

0

'

SUM TO BUY A HOUSE.

It's the kindest act you can

boy.

OFFICE WITH

S&n Miguel Na.tiona.1 Bank.

0OO0

0

automobile
son yeetejhlay
tji ' an
d
latter-haordered through
which the
the house for the personal use of
himself and family. Mr. Harrison is
resident manager of the Gross-Kellbranch store at the town of Pecos.
Demetrio Silva and wife have gone
to Anton Chico, having been notified
by long distance telephone of the
serious illness of Don Eduardo Mar
:
tinez, father of Mrs. Silva.

0OOO1

COLDER WEATHER
MEANS

y

MORE BEDDINGline
We have a fine large
Comforts and Blankets

Mrs. C. L. Mann-Ballhas Issued
euchre
invitations to a
party to be given at her home on
Sixth street, Thursday afternoon.
y

The Fortnightly
dance at Rosenthal
ning at 8:30 sharp.
especially requested

clubr will give

lf

J. C. JOH&SEN

-

.

Oars is the Original Cole's Hot
Blast, with the name Cole's on the
itwu

uwr,

Barns Any Fuel Soft Coal, Hard Coal, Wood or Cobs.

l'"'F.:;J. GEHRING,
516-51- 8

Douglas Avenue.

Shows Top'

Draft

burning tbe GAS
half of toft .coal

- -

-

(EL

SON

623 Douglas Ave.

hall Friday eveAll members are
to be present
bridge Is building, . Manuel Gome,
who has been employed at the power
It Is" the street talk that the office house for a number of years, has
of the Mystic theater was robbed of been placed at the motor on the electen dollars, spot cash, Sunday after tric car making the short run on
noon, though the fact was not re- - Bridge street to the plaza and return. Instead of motormen who are
porte to .the minions of the law.
employed on the cars plying between
the two towns. The latter '"no wtua
JLqJF Smith. Jias been
contracts by, the city for putting in to the -- bridge and start back with
street crossings at Sixth and Center out the delay that has been the rule
streets and Railroad avenue and Cen heretofore, occasioned by them hav
ter street.
ing to run the car to the plaza before
starting on the return trip.
Marriage licenses have been issued
at the county clerk's office to Geo,
W. Johnson and Grace Ethel Carr, HIGH CLASS CONCERT
both of Albuquerque and to Tpribio
TOMORROW NIGHT
Roybal and Cesaria Montano, of Los
Torres, this county.
By rare good fortune, Manager DunEnrique Sena, the county Jailer, Is can of the opera house, has secured
now getting along with a' single for tomorrow right what is consid-eer- d
guard, Felix Garcia, Pete Ortiz having
to be the finest concert combeen laid off till times pick up a lit pany that ever toured the southwest,
tle at the grated building from which namely the Enderly-Windscom
none are permitted to escape.
pany of I,os Angeles and New York.
This company includes such high
The nuptials of NIcasio Qulntana class artists as Mrs. Mae Shumway
and Miss Rosarlto Bowles will be Enderly and Madame Mayne-- Wind
celebrated at Pecos tomorrow. Invi sor, the former in monologue plays
tations to the ceremony and the fes and pantomimes and the latter a lyric
tivities immediately following have soprano of rare ability.
been received in Las Vegas.
Mrs. Enderly's repertoire includes
The Spanish Student," "Idylls of the
It is very' likely that upon his re Mind," "The Lion and the Mouse,"
turn to this city from Milwaukee, "Shakespearean
"Scenes
Scenes,"
Wis., with his family, James Mackey from Ancient and Modern Plays,"
will again assume the personal man Hiawatha," etc. All these are given
agement of El Porvenir hotel and re in the new art form with beautiful
sort. He can certainly do so, if he musical settings.
,
cares to.
Both Mrs. Enderly and Mrs. Wind
sor have appeared before the crown
Fred Hart, a
of Elder S. ed heads of
Europe and have delightL. Barker at Beulah, underwent an
ed vast assemblages in almost every
operation for appendicitis In Kansas city of any consequence in the UniCity yesterday and at last accounts ted States. It Is seldom that
they
he was pulling through all right,
appear In cities the size of Las Vegas.
though the end of the disease had , The Enderly-Windso- r
company ap
not
been reached.

peared at Albuquerque last night,
where It delighted a big adudience.
Manager Duncan has booked them
for an engagement tomorrow night
at the extremely low price of 60 and
75 cents and it is sate to predict that
the music loving people of this city
will turn out en masse to hear them.

.

.

TO WHOM IT MAY
CERN

NOTICE

CON-

Npti,ce is hereby given that the partnership of Bellno and Wensell Is this
day dissolved by mutual , consent
Nicolas Bellno will continue all business, pay all claims against the firm
and collect all accounts due It; Claude
L. Wensell retiring from said partner- Bhlp.

,

'""
Dated September 28th, 1909.
CLAUDE L. WENSELL, .
' NICOLAS
'
BELINO.

,

All Aboard for Harvey'a! t
Carriage goes out Saturday mom-inreturns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
Trading Co's.
'"

g,

Attention! ..Madame Mace, noted
phycist, teacher of occultism, astrol-ogis- t,
clairvoyant and psychometrlst,
can be Interviewed at the Rawlins
house, room 15, from 9 a. m. to 8 p.
m., every day, Sundays Included.

Fresh Fish
Just in from
California
Star Heat Market
Phone Vegas

yet

Anastaclo Grlego and Guadalupe
Tafoya were given thirty days each
in the' county Jail yesterday by Justice Trinidad Sena, on the charge of
drunknenness and disorderly conduct
In the vicinity of their present abiding place for the next month to come.

its price.

of

Will You let us Show You?

a

Cole's Hot Blast
Take note that this heater barns

-

AT RIGHT PRICES
LOCAL NEWS

book-keep-

soft coal, hard coal, wood,
slack, lignite or cobs and we
guarantee it against any heater,
size for size, at twice or three times

of,

Las Vegas Savings Bank

a-'-

.
.
nicely.
We not only say this. We guarantee it, and
oar word is backed by the largest manufacturer
of soft coal heaters in America.
We g ii ran tee a Having in fuel of a third.
fThis is a conservative guarantee. You really save
one-hato 60 per cent of your winter's fuel bill by
i
using this stove.
In fact, onr guarantee on Cole's Hot Blast is'

or beginning

begun in "Tot's" name is the. "miniature,"
'
what in time to 'come becomes

P. L. Beal has resigned the posi
tion as
and accountant at
the store of the Las Vegas Mercan
tile company and will engage In another calling for a livelihood, probably one that is less confining and
pays better in the long run.

$10 Up

0

v

A LITTLE DEPOSIT AT THIS SAVINGS BANK

the most sweeping statement vcr
put behind a heater, and it pats as
in the lead of all stove dealers.
Let as show you this remarkable
heater this clean stove this continuous fire holder this expense
cutter this beauty.

?

0

Cashier.
Asst Ceshler.

D. T. HOSKINS,
F. B. JANUARY,

Vice

son-in-la-

A hat full of coal lasts all night
in COLE'S HOT BLAST

0
0"
0

;Sae Mipel.Natioria manic

9--

--

0000000 00 0 0 0

'

450,

,

THE
HYGEIA
ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
.

PRICES
xo uiaids.
" r
i,uw
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
50 to 200 lbs. "

2,000 lbs or more, each delivery
.

Less than 50 lbs.

"

t

20c

auc

per hundred

40c
50c
75

t
'

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

- McGulre
Phone Main 227

Webb

,

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.
of
Vegas.

The members of the West side fire
company were guests last evening of
the East side company at the city hall
"
1
to help enjoy the prizes won by the ;
s
latter; company on last Saturday. All
I
the jniembers of both sides. were presWe are now making the finest j beer in the ' Sonlhwest.
Boost
ent and lights were bright at the
home industry and telephone your orders te ns for
hour.
a
hall
late
till
city
either, keg or

Ls

'

--

'

bottle beer.

In order that quicker transfers may
be made at the river while the new

V

-

PHONE MAIN 67

;

i I'
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WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU

r

USE

The home of Hon. H. B. Fergusaon
at Albuquerque was burglarized Sun
TO-DA- Y!
day and considerable jewelry, princi
pally the property of Miss Erna Fergus- son, was stolen.
' A public reception was tendered
Rev. E. C. Anderson, in the nature-oa farewell party Monday night at 8
o'clock at St. John's Methodist EpiscoWill
,
pal church in Santa Fe. Mr." Anderson
'
is the new pastor of the Methodist
First Insertion 5 Cents a Line 20 Cents Per Line By Week 50 Cents Per
church in Las Vegas.
In the death of Ira Hatch In San
.
iB-sssnLine By Month.
Juan county last week, Fruitand loses
one of its most prominent pioneer citi
who
EM zens, a map of sterling worth,
numbered his friends by the score. He
was seventy-fiv- e
years of age and had
almost his entire life to mission
given
Life.
IlliiHtrated Settlement 10 Payment
He
ary work among the Indians.
4v
talked several languages fluently.
.
The territorial board of fcealth and
medical examiners is in session at
Is what every advertiser wants
the capitol building in Santa Fe. About
for his money. He gets It from
twenty applicants for license to practice in New Mexico, are being examNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ined. President T. B. Hart, of Raton, coming general census. The census
B. H. ROBMON, President
Secretary J. A. Massie and bureau blanks thus far contain no
(Not Coal Land)
presides;
Omaha, Nebraska, IT, 8.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Treasurer W. D. Radcliffe also being provision for complete census of
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept
is acting as private irrigation works. Delegate Land1909.
present Mrs. A. Leeson
20,
x
' .
Andrews of New Mexico has taken the
Lindsay, Neb., June 8, 1909.
stenographer.
Notice is hereby given that Jose B.
They are certain money getat Raton returned matter up with the census director Medina, of Gonzales, San Miguel counThe
jury
grand
ters. They bring quick and
THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
true bills and dropped fifteen and the Colorado senators' have been ty, N. M., who, on February 6, 1903,
forty-sisatisfactory returns. Advertismade Homestead Entry No. 7423 for
Nebr.
f
,
Omaha,
cases. It found no infractions of the asked to
4Colorado is far E 2 SE 4 of Section
...... .,-ers say so the checking sheet
jj
10 and E 2
Sunday closing laws. It called atten- in the lead In extent of private irriga- NE 4 of Section 15, Twp. 17 North,
continue
issued
1899,
proves it Try one today and
9,
May
Kindly
my
Policy
Nq1509
f
tion of delinquents to the school law, tion projects, while. New Mexico is sec- Range 23 East N. M. P. Meridian,
be convinced.
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
there being- approximately 150 pupils ond, with probably a greater number has filed notice of intention to make
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
final five year proof, to esabllsh claim
who are not attending. It found the of private projects proposed than any to the 'land
MAIN 2
. TELEPHONE
above described, before
in
of
the
excess
estimate
when
was
being:
surplus
given
policy
a
western
in
state.
for
other
condition,
sanitary
4county jail
Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court comApplications
written.'
and reported that the law against gun the appropriation of water, which have missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M oh
16th, day of November, 1909.
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assesstoting" y as being generally observed. been approved by the New Mexico de- theClaimant
names as witnesses:
ment I have
Since the withdrawal of the convlqts partment of irrigation now cover more
Ascension Salazar, Julian Salazar.
canon
the
.
Fe
acres.
after
than 1,000,000
v
from the Santa
Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benlgno Ro
Joseph H. Engelka.
mero, all of Gonzales, N. M.
suicide of Miss Montgomery, no work
THE
SURPLUS
EARNED
EXJCEEDED
THE
ESTIMATE
WANTED A man speaking both EnMANUEL R. OTERO.
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
is being prosecuted on the road be
Register.
glish and Spanish languages, to help
LOCAL
and
with
as
the
the
Pecos,
tween
APPLICATIONS,
city
Capital
For Rates and Information Write
In office. Inquire Las Vegas Lumand will not be resumed until spring. they cannot reach thereat of the disNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ease. Catarrh Is a blood or constituber company.
But it is proposed to send a detach tional
(Not .Coal Land) ,
and in order to , cure it
disease,
ment of prisoners to work on La you must take . internal remedies.
Department of the Interlbr, U. S.
ANT LADY can easily make irom
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal- Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept
New Mexico ami Arizona
Bajada hill on the Santa
20 1909.
$18.00 to 125.00 per week working
The
scenic
of
the
ly, and acts directly on the blood and
highway.
part
que
Pioneer Building
JEastiLas Vegas, N, M.
for me quietly In her own home
Notice is hereby given that Ascenmucous
Hall's
surfaces.
Cure
Catarrh
of
commissioners
board of county
sion
locality. This is a bonaflde offer-- one
Salazar, of Gonzales, San Miguel
is
was
not
a
medicine.
It
prewhich will pay you to InvestiN. M., who, on March 12, 1903,
Santa Fe county has declared that scribed quack
county,
one
of
the
best
by
physicians
gate, even If you can only spare two
of the surveyin Santa Fe county in this country for years and is a made Homestead Entry No. 7451, for
part
lowing: Charles Meyer, F. Cutler,
hours per day. No Investment reW
SW 4 of Section 11 and N
regular prescription. It Is composed NW
Louise Brunelie, Frank Farrington, to be a public highway.
of Section 14,
17 North,
quired. Turn your spare time into
Memorial services for the late of the best tonics known, combined Range 23 East, N. M.Twp.
money. Write me at once for particu- FOR RENT Furnished
P., Meridian,
front bed Alfred Robe, Bonnie Farley and Kitty
blood
the
best
with
acting
purifiers,
Colo
of
a
lars. Address Harriet M. Richards,
has filed notice of intention to make
James J. Hagerman, pioneer
electric light,
bath. 608 Baldwin.
room,
directly on the mucous surfaces. The final five year proof, to establish
Box 30, Woman's building, Joliet,
Main avenue.
rado,, builder of the Colorado Midland
two
combination
of
the
ingreperfect
Illinois.
to the land above described, beand the chief builder of the Pecos aients is wnat proauces sucn wonaer- claim
The Great McEwen
fore Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court
RENT
furnished
FOR
room,
at
held
were
Finely
of
New
Mexico,
ful
Send
in
712
results
WANTED Table , boarders
catarrh.
at
curing
commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on
The Great McEwen comes to this Valley
bath, furnace heat. Close In. GenSeveral thousand for testimonials free. ,
Fifth street Phone Purple 5112.
the 16th day of wovember, 1909.
on October 18th for. a three Roswell Sunday.
tleman only. Inquire Optic.
city
&;
.. F. J. CHENEY
CO., Props.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
attended. Hagerman. died re
people
T
with
endorse
the
engagement,
Jose B. Medina, Benlgno Romero,
Toledo, Ohio.
and will be
FOR RENT Upright Steinway piano. nights'
at
Milan,
Italy,
cently
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
ment of over a quarter of a century as
Julian Salazar, Jose Teodoro Gonzales,
WANTED To rent a typewriter. Un503 Main avenue.
Wis.
Special
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti au of Gonzales, N. M.
an entertainer' before the scientific buried at Milwaukee,
derwood preferred. Address Optic.
run froi various points pation.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
minded and the amusement lovers of trains were
FOR RENT Nicely furnished-rooin tne- "ecos vauey to aueua me ser
Register.
to
One
of
first
the
entire
the
MEN
globe.
LEARN BARBER TRADE
for light housekeeping. 614 Twelfth
The average man is willing to risk
devoted the ' last
vices.
Hagerman
Short time
required; graduates
place hypnotism in an honored place
Street
What a man likes about celebratof his life to the Pecos choking if permitted to bite off more
earn 12 to $30 week . Moler Barthe sciences, Mr. McEwen has twenty years
among
,
ing something is he could be just as
and was the chief mover In its than he can chew.
ber college, Los Angeles.
valley,
FOR RENT Two or three light house always striven to give entertainments development.
enthusiastic if it was something else.
,
in'
keeping rooms. Apply 920 Gallinas which not only amuse, but are
PILES! PILES! PILES!
The Fruit Growers' association build
structive along the lines of thought
avenue.
It's A Top Notch Doer
ing in Farmlngton is the scene of Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
whjch, if rightly deducted upon, might much
Great deeds compel regard. The
at present. The ranch cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles,
activity
NORTH POLE discovered by Ameri- FOR RENT Three light housekeeping prove of untold value.
are It absorbs the tumors, allays Itching world crowns Its doers. That's why
men for several miles around
cans. Cook's own story and Peary's
the American
Before one can be instructed one
have crowned
rooms for ten dollars, 717 6th.
to
there
be
at once, acts as a poultice, gives Dr. King's Newpeople
their
pack
Of
apples
sending
interest
expedition.
thrilling
must be Interested, and an up to date
Discovery, the king
to
wildfire.
like
free.
is
Outfit
Going
instant relief. Williams' Indian Pile of throat and lung remedies. Every
large enough
FOR RENT Store room. No. 618 hypnotic performance is the most In ed. The building
Big terms. Act quick. Ziegler Co.,
e
Tars of apples. It is Ointment is prepared for Plies and atom is a health force. It kills germs,
Sixth street. Inquire W. B. Bunker. teresting and amusing entertainment hold twenty-fiv267 Fourth street Philadelphia.
Datterned after buildings built in Itching of the private parts. Sold by and colds and la grippe vanish. It
heals cough-racke- d
yet conceived. One comes to laugh,
membranes and
and is only the sepond one druggists, mail 60c and $1.00. WilCalifornia
WANTED
at once, reliable represen
inflamed broncoughing
stops.
does laugh, but When be thinks over
Sore,
is
liams' Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland, chial tubes and lungs are cured and
to be built east of California. It
tatives In this vicinity to look after
the
entertainment
and
Intelligently
renewals and new subscriptions, part
the plans of those in charge to build O. For sale by Center Block Drug. Co. hemorrhages cease. Dr. Geo,- More,
'
or whole time, for the fastest grow LOST Between power house and asks himself "Why," and "why not' two or three more buildings like this
Black Jack, N. C, writes "It cured me
of lung trouble, pronounced hopeless
Castle school via Baca avenue, one he will discover that he has embarked next
ing magazine in America. Liberal
with
do
to
order
a
in
away
favor from any
Before accepting
year
Trial
salary and commissions. Live men watch, with monogram, "P. L. A. upon a sea of reason that' will furnish
by ail doctors." 60c, $1.00.
orchard packing. These buildings will one the cynic finds out what he ex- bottle free. Guaranteed by all drug
and women make 35 to ?150
on silver case. Finder leave at this food for thought for some time to be scattered over, the district. One
month. Appointments now being
pects In return.
gists.
come.
office and receive reward.
made. Write Immediately to Direct
a
will be built east of Farmlngton
The great mirth provoked by a hyp.
or of Circulation, Hampton's Maga
The more sweet you put into love at
one on the peninsula,
Frightful Fate Averted
notic entertainment probably attracts short distance,
zine, 6 West 35th street New York
"1 would have been a cripple for the start the more it has a chance to
Vista.
Flora
towards
one
and
up
City.
the majority of each audience and the
dismissal withojit prejudice at the life, from a terrible cut on my knee sour before the finish.
McEwen is better prepared this
Great
motion was made yesterday cap," writes Frank Disberry, Kelll;
f COMING ATTRACTIONS AT
season to please these people than plaintiff's
More Than Enough Is Too Much
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
in the district court at Al- her, Minn., "without Bucklen's Arnica
morning
ever before. He has arranged & numTo maintain health, a mature man
soon
Infallme."
which
cured
Childers
case
of
the
Salve,
in
TRAVELING MEN are earning from
ber of special acts, new and novel and buquerque
for wounds, cuts and bruises, it or woman needs just enough food ts
our
S5 to 110 per day carrying
against Hubbell. Yesterday afternoon ible
will
and
a
soon
cures burns, scalds, old sores, repair the waste and supply energy
convulsingly funny,
produce
the introduction of evidence on the de boils, skin eruptions.
The habitual conpocket side line. For particulars ad
Corinne in "Mile. Mischief."
World's best for apd body heat.
different
one
each
evening.
Special
1303
dress 20th Century Mfg. Co.,
sumption of "more food than is necesfendant's demurrer was in progress. piles. 25c at all druggists.
woman disguised as a boy en costumes and
a
If
will
car
be
Wells street, Chicago.
properties
sary for these purposes is the prime
The suit was for the recovery of a sum
lists in the Austrian army, she must ried to facilitate these larger acts.
cause of stomach troubles, rheumatof
in
the
of
money
neighborhood
SALESMAN WANTED Covering ter do as other soldiers and submit to
A man whose wife is blind says her ism and disorders of the kidneys. If
A mysterious act in magic will open
for legal services furnished Mr. sense of touch keeps him broke.
troubled with Indigestion, revise your
ritory of New Mexico, to carry the the daily routine of taking frequent the entertainment and the Great
diet, let reason and not appetite con-- .
strongest most complete souvenir baths tinder the scrutiny of the comHubbell by Childers, who is now dead.
friends know that this will be
trol and take a few doses of Chamberpostcard line, as side line. Holiday
Carrie
Mrs.
was
The
suit
by
brought
Is
one
This
of
The Best Plaster
only
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
cards sell rapidly now. Chance to manding officer,
something well worth while. Vaude- B. Childers. An
of
talent
array
legal
A piece of flannel dampened with and you will soon be all right again.
make big money. Address Gartner the trials that the heroine in "Mile. ville of a high class will be Introduced
has been engaged In the trial, and it Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on For sale by all dealers.
& Bender, Dept S., Chicago.
Mischief" which the Shuberts will pre- and the whole
performance staged has been of
particular interest. The to the affected parts is superior' to
sent here Tuesday night, October 26th with an elaborate scenic
equipment action taken
There's something about red hai
morning any plaster. When, troubled with
yesterday
at the Duncan opera house, with carried by the company.
Mar- - lame back or pains In the side or that affects a woman's
created considerable surprise.
Corinne as the star, must undergo.
temper even
ron and Wood are attorneys for the chest give it a trial and you are cer- when it isn't natural.
FOR SALE A splendid family horse,
The story of the Viennese operetta Well Known Hotel
Keeper Uses and defendant
tain to be more than pleased with
and harness. A snap for is that of a model who wagers' her
buggy
Recommends Chamberlain's Colic,
the prompt relief which it affords.
sale. Can be seen at Clay &
M.
farmer
quick
J.
.Caldwell,
a
Cold Weather Advice
prominent
can
This liniment also relieves rheumatic
'
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Havens' stable, Twelfth street, for a employer, Andre Claire, that she
the
of
and
stockman
to
to
all
Springer
vicinity,
certain
is
to beware "of coughs and
is
and
any
nalns
as
a
herself
and
remain
please
boy
disguise
T take pleasure In saying that
few days only.
a director of the Springer Ditch one suffering from that disease! Sold colds on the chest; as neglected they
and
in the local barracks for twenty-fou- r
have
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholreadily lead to pneumonia, consumpthat all crops this year by all dealers.
FOR SALE All wool portieres, never hourg without detection. Conceive her era kept
and Diarrhoea Remedy In my fam company, says
tion or other pulmonary troubles.
used; blankets' and comfortables, horror when, after being accepted as
are. of the bumper variety Mr. CaldJust as soon as the cough appears
ily medicine chest for about fifteen
of
fond
is
712 Fifth street
who
a
jewelry treat
girl
Many
well himself, for instance, having
a recruit, she is informed that she years, and have
it with Ballard's Horehound Syhad
satisfac
always
wheat yielding forty bushels to has no use for a rolling pin.
rup, the standard cure of America.
FOR SALE Stamping done and art must submit to the above routine. The tory results from its use. I have ad spring
Use as directed perfectly harmless.
been ex'
needlework materials. 712 Fifth model, however, 'sticks," chiefly for ministered to a great many traveling the acre. About $25,000 have
A cure and preventive for all diseasHamlet
men who were suffering from troubles pended on , this irrigation
system
of
the
of
amusement
author
"Mile,
the
street'
es of the lungs. Price 25c, 60c and
fVP wh1rli
n nA
la HAnrnmAfifl
caused
had
by
probably
melancholy,
increased
fall
this
will
be
which
by
Mischief,' wno, ouce ue gees ner m- havBV
A bad liver makes $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Center Block
faoH tn raUa
liver.
Inactive
an
IF YOU WANT a good horse and side the walls of the garrison, allows says J. C. Jenkins, of Glasgow, Ky. the construction of still another reserone cross and irritable, causes mem-ta- l Depot Drug Co.
'
buggy, something particularly good her to make trouble for everybody con- This remedy is for sale by all dealers. voir. A strong movement is now on
and physical depression and may
at a price that will appeal to you
foot among the farmers under the result disastrously. Ballard's Herblne
'.
If a man steals a kiss from a young
,
Call at Clay & Havens' stable, where cerned
ditch to plant a sufficient is acknowledged to be the perfect liv- widow she" will scold him Just as if
- the
Springer
man
who
a
that
have
discovers
seen.
can
The
be
Shuberts,
Occasionally
placed
rig
er regulator. If you're blue and out
Corinne under contract for a long he has a friend who really is his acreage of fall wheat to justify the of sorts, get a bottle .today. A posi- she meant it.
50
a
OLD newspapers for sale at The Ok
next
of
barrel
erection
spring
tive cure for bilious headache, constiperiod, have given her perhaps the friend.
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
roller process flouring mill. Mr. Cald- pation, chills and fever and all liver
C. R. Kluger, the
most suitable thing in which she has I
jeweler, 1060 VirIf people with symptoms of kidney well lately sold 100 head of fine cows complaints. Sold by Center Block ginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
ever been seen, likewise they have
Co.
was
"I
so weak from kidney trouble
surrounded her with a large cast con- or bladder trouble could realize their for 923 aU around, and has been kick- Depot Drug
that I could hardly walk a hundred
would Without loss of ing himself ever since.
danger
they
to
known
well
players,
taining many
feet. Four bottles of
time commence taking Foley's Kid
Vanity enables a man to convince Remedy cleared my Foley's Kidney
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell, of Las
STAMPING done for art embroid say nothing of the original production ney Remedy. This great remedy
complexion, curvain.
he
Isn't
himself
that
ed my backache and the irregularities
err. New designs for holidays, which ran on Broadway for" eight stops the pain and the irregularities, Vegas, first vice president of the Nadisappeared, and I can now attend to
712 Fifth street
months, beginning first at the Casino strengthens and builds up these or tional Irrigation congress, has started Fall colds are
cured by Fo- business every day and recommend
quickly
no
and
is
there
gans
danger
in.
ColoNew
Mexico
and
movement
a
and bringing its successful metropolidisease or other serious disHoney and Tar, the great throat Foley's Kidney Remedy to all sufferSHAMPOOING, electric ecalp massag
census of ley's
tan appearance to a close at the Bright's
and lung remedy. The genuine con- ers, as It cured me after the doctors
order. Do not disregard the early rado to sepure. a complete
ing or mechano therapeutic treat
symptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red the irrigation projects in the United- tains no harmful drugs. O. G. Schae- and other remedies had failed." O.
ments.. Call on Mrs. Dr. Griest, Lyric.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
' In Corlnne's support are the
fol- - Cross Drug Co.
States, in connection with the foth- fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Phone Vegas 85, 1017 7th street

in a hundred waysand, in ONE of Them at Least,
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
THE

Short Order and Regular Dinners
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

GETTING

LESS

HANDLED

EVERY MONTH

AND BUSINESS

LODGE NO 2, A. P. & A.
M. Regular com'

munlcation first and
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SEVEN
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Remember the
Tnoiigtilor
Isabel
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BEEF SUPPLY

warn

SOCIETY

OCTOBER

TUESDAY,

FOR UTILIZATION
POORER PART OF CAR.

PHYSICIANS

OF

CASSES
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,

To)

GRADUATE VETERINARIAN

ONLY CHOICE
CUTS NOW
each month. Visiting uiiice, :nann h
jjivery siame, fnone
brothers
cordially
Main 1.- '
These are Likewise the Most Expen
Invited. Geo. H. Kinfcel, W. M., Chas.
Calls answered day or night
sive Cattle Growers Take Interest
m
mm
a.
H. Sporteder, Secretary.
in Keeping Public- Eating at ' the
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
' Beef Counter A Few Startling
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2,
DENTIST
Facts and Figures.
Knights Templar. Regular
Suite
In
Crockett
4,
second
conclave
BuildinR.
Has
Tuesday
Denver, Oct. 12. If the American
each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
LBhtfc
f
Is to be able to supply her
housewife
John S. Clark,
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
meat
table with
in the future she
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
K. C, Charles Tainme. Recorder.
must learn to utilize the cheaper por
'
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) tions of the meat carcass. The
CHAS,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYsup
X
Office
Pioneer Building, over Grand ply of beef cattle is rapidly decreasing,
Xgre :nclay,
al Arch Masons.
Regular
convocation fir-s- t Monday In Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone while the number of consumers is in
HOLESALE
Main 67.
each month at Masonic
creasing, and as a result it is predict
DEALER
ed that unless something is done to
Temple, 7:30 d. m. M.'R.
fcAST LAS VEGAS,
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
remedy, conditions beef will soon be
ATTORNEYS
N. MEX.
higher than upon the fabled oocasion
Spor.eder, Secretary.
1
when "the cow jumped over the
GEORGE H. HUNKER
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
moon."
Attorney at Lap
The live stock interests of the coun
Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
are very uneasy over the present
try
meet every Monday
Mexico.
supply, and the American Beef Pro- - tional Stock Show association, which
evening in Castle
Hall. Visiting Knights
ducers' asociationwhich was recent- holds Its fifth annual show here dur
are cordially invited.
GEORGE E. MORRISON
ly organized in Chicago by the beef inS the week of January 8 to 15, prom
I. P. HAVENS,
breed
association of the conntrv is ises that the exhibition will be tie
Chancellor Command
Mr. Ammons,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
er.
nrenaring for an active campaign of greatest ever held.
C. M. BERNHAED,
education. Col. W. E. Skinner, of who is also a member of the state
Keeper of Record and Office: Wheeler
Bldg, E. Las Vegas. Denver, secretary of the new associa-- . board of agriculture, is tremendously
Seal.
tion. left last week for Chicago. St. interested in this movement to build
Louis and Kansas City for the purpose up the beef production of the country
BALDY LODGE NO, 77, FRATERNAL
Of interesting the railroads
in the and has arranged through the board of
Berlin, 3
Paris, 3 months
UNION Of AMERICA
first
a
and
for
situation
big con- - agriculture for the holding of a con
arranging
London,
3
and third Wednesday of each month
3 months
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vention of beef producers in Denver ference between the board and the
New
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at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
months
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4 months
during the second week in January, agricultural interests of the state at
A. Glvens, P. M.; Bertha" C. Thorn-hill- ,
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St.
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discussing
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Rosa auto
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the
weeks
nnrl Kansas Cft.v. nnrl will nnint ways ffld means to encourage
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Lake, 5 weeks
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6 weeks
out to them the importance to the growing of live stock on the farms o
is now in operation.
Minneapolis,
St.
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The auto
Paul, 6 weeks
railroads of encouraging the produc- - Colorado,
makes the round trip between
meets second and fourth Thursday
And
other
records
many
just as good, too numerous to meution.
"Colorado has millions of acres of
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will
that
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produce
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grazing
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"To utilize these
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T. F. Dailey, Secretary;
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operations
for
come,"
years
store on the West side for Santa 4
each 4 Rosa. Tickets can be
Skinner before taking his train for ed aB to utilize not only the product of
fourth Tuesday evenings
purchased
"While this might appear as our cultivated lands, but the nutritious
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Chicago.
SOME CLASS TO THIS
at either Murphey's or Winters' 4
of the surrounding country
brothers' are cordially invited. W. 4- drug stores.
4 eood news for the stockgrower, as a grasses
conD.
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M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
The round trip fare Is $11; one 4 matter of fact we are uneasy over the pastures which, because of natural
I be
cannot be cultivated.
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All visiting brothers and sisters are
High Class
Running Races
crease in consumption and an increase mean not only prosperity for our agri
mentioned.
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
- in production the industry would be cultural interests, but a tremendous
The Nat. Reiss
Carnival Co,
Mrs. Ida
Chaff In, worthy matron;
confronted with the disaster."
growth of the interests in Denver 6 s
Seelinger, secretary.
Two Troops
U. S. Cavalry.
"We are arranging, through our as- tills citv will verv naturally be the
THREE NEW POSTOFFICES
ESTABLISHED IN TERRITORY sociation, a campaign of education. marketing and manufacturing point for
I. O. 0. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Base Ball Tournament.
We desire to educate the small farm- the producers of this western section.'
4, meets every Monday evening at
most
of
Col.
in
the
of
Skinner
will
er
a
attend
the west
meeting
profitable
their hall on Sixth street. All
Optimo, Mora county, Is the name
Race.
s
of a new postoffice established at the methods of beef production and we the leada.-- of the Beef Producers' as
ing brethren cordially Invited to
to
sociation at Kauvus City Wednesijy
-tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E. railway station of Tipton. Miss Min want to devise ways and means
Race,
Relay
assist him in getting into the business. of this week where definite plans will
V. G.; R. O. Williams, nie m.
Comstock,
has
been
named On
inompson
1
the otLer hand, we want to edu- be outlined for the educational cam
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; postmaster.
trustee.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery
A new postoffice has been establish- cate the consumer to the fact that the paign that is to be undertaken and
Twenty. Conventions.
ea at mag, Ourry county, sixteen loin and ribs of the beef constitute which will be conducted from Denver,
NO. miles
25 per cent of the carcass.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
northwest of Clovis, George F. only about
Montezuma Ball.
102, meets
every Friday night at Haag is the postmaster.
Today fully 80 per cent of the demand CURES REMOVE DOUBT
25
their hall in the Schmidt building,
per cont of the carcass.
The 2:12 Pace "Bull Durham" Stake $1000 given by
A new postoffice has been estab- is for that
ABOUT ECZEMA CURE
As a result the loin cuts sell for from
west of Fountain Square, at eight usnea at seneca,
, Blactwell's Durham Tobacco'Co.
Union
county, fif 27
to 35 cents per pound; the ribs Read What Your
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- teen miles
Druggist Says
northeast
of
BerClayton.
YOU WILL MISS IT, IF YOU MISS IT.
about 30 cents, while the round rump,
dially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, pres- tram L. Brown is the first
About Oil of Wintergreen
postmas chuck, shank,
flank
and
brisket,
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
plate,
ter.
,
Compound
New Mexico
comprising 75 per cent of the 'carcass
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
'
is going begging at prices ranging
The
of Success
Druggist K. D. Goodall submits
CIL NO. 804, meets second and
from 8 to 20 cents per pound.
the following to' the readers of The
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, Pio- lies in a keen, clear brain, backed by
FLesources
"As a matter of fact, if the average
neer building. Visiting members indomitable will and resist'ess energy. housewife was educated into the secret Optic:
For several years we have announc
are cordially Invited. W. R. Tipton, Such power comes from the splendid of
'
preparing and cooking the cheaper ed, with our
health that Dr. King's New Life Pilla
recommendation, that we
G. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Impart. They vitalize every organ cuts she could supply her table with had found a positive cure for eczema.
'
W. G. TIGHT,
JOHN B. McMANUS,
auu Duua up pram and body. J. A, the most succulent and nutritious porF. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD warmon, Uzemore, W. Va.. wriuss: tions of the beef at from 10 to 15 a simple skin wash, oil of winte:
.
President.
.
Secretary.
Tuesday evenings each month, at "They are the best pills I ever used." cents per pound a price that would green compounded with other heal
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit- Z5c at all druggists.
ing
ingredients.
be within the reach of nearly every
s
Yet we know there are people
ing .brothers are cordially invited.
A man is so busy using his frlemjs family.
John Thornhill, president; E. C.
in this town' who have eczdmfc,
right
We have arranged with Prof. Mary
he has no time to study them.
and still have never tried this rem
Ward, secretary.
F. Rausch, of the domestic science de
edy.
partment of the Colorado Agricultural
RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
Never Wftrru
The only Institution In New Mexico whose diploma la recognized
We have, therefore, arranged with
i
to
a
series
of
supervise
experi the D. D. D. Laboratories of Chicago
bwuu
aDout a cough there's no need of college
tjruuiemuuu
California State Board of Education.
the
by
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth worry if you will treat It at Its first ments In devising methods for cooking for a
more university graduates on Ita faculty than
haa
"It
a
offer
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special
any similar
run. Visiting brothers always wei- - appearance with Ballard's Horehound and preparing the cheaper portions of 25 cents
In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WltySHIP, Editor Journal
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instead
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bottle
$1.00
ofs
will
It
stop the cough at once the beef carcass. Miss Rausch is in
David Syrup.
come do the wigwam.
.
Education, Boston.
as regularly sold.
all
of
the
domestic science
teresting
Flint, sachem; Walte H. Davis, Into Zrtlott healthy condition.
. Academic
course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course,
We offer this-- trial bottle with our
schools of the country in- this work,
chief of records and collector of Dy Center Block Depot
Advanced
Normal
course, Kindergarten Trlnlng course, Music, Art,
Drug Co.
and the recipes that will be the result recommendation and assurance that
wampum.
Domestic
Science, Stenography and; Typewriting.
Training,
soon
as
as
washes
his
the
patient
A man is lucky not to have any of these experiments we propose to just
Railroad fare In 'excess of 75 miles paid by the, Institution.
will
mild
this
B. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64!i, worse
itching
skin,
liquid
give to the public through the press,
luck than hs has.
Our" graduates secure . teacher's certificates without
take the itch away instantly.
examination. .
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"During the annual stock show we
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Goodall,
of
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the
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the
drug
s
nesday
expect to hold a, beef producers'
For Chapped Skin
For Further Information Address
room of Temple Monteflore, Doug- in Denver and are arranging also store.
Channed skin wht-rana
avenue
vi3tstreet.
or
ias
lace may be cured in one night by for a women's congress at which the
B, S.
Ing brothers are - cordially Invited, applying Champerlain's Salve. It is al best domestic science teachers of the
Charles Greenclay. president; Rabbi so unequaled for sore nipples, burns country will deliver lectures to the
and calds. For sale by all dealers
N. M.
J. E. Raisin, secretary!
housewives on the cooking and prepAre You Looking
aration of meat, and at the same tiine
People seldom talk too much unless will distribute
When a woman sets a good example
Good aense is better than
recipes for preparing
FOB A
good
they know too little.
never knows what it will hatch looks, but few
she
the various cheaper portions of the
people are afflicted with
out.
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either.
beef carcass. We hope by this method
Room
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the to
the
demand
equalize
and
hold
air passages, stops the irritation in
up 4- Both Boys Saved
Slightly Colder With Snow
ttie throat,' soothes the Inflamed mem- the consumption while we are increasThere are two ways of finding
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of When you see that kind
branes, and the most obstinate cough ing the production.
of a weath.
to
Is
a
One
suitable
spend
place.
Norway, Mich, writes: "Three bottles er forecast you know that rheumatism
disappears. Sore and Inflamed lungs
is
This
a
in
matter.
a
car
which
fate hunting
every f lot of time and
are healed and strengthened, and the
of Foley's Honey and Tar absolutely weather is at
hand. Get
for
cold is expelled from the system. Re man and woman in the country Is in f all over town for it The other f cured
my boy of a severe cough, and it now by getting a bottle ofready
fuse any but the genuine in the yel- terested. We are a meat-eatinBallard's
to
nation
and by far the easiest way Is
f
a
neighbor's boy, who was bo ill with Snow Liniment Finest
low package. O. G. Schaefer and Red and I believe that the housewives will
thing mad
f have the room or residence a cold that the doctors gave him up, for rheumatism,
Cross Drug Co.
be eager to
chilblains, frost bite,
with us in this
"come to you" a Want Ad in
was cured by taking Foley's Honey sore and stiff
all'
joints and
economic movement to conserve our
The Optic will do it.
and Tar." Nothinsr else la na safe aches and pains. 25c, 50cmuscles,
Call np Main 2 when you have an; beef
and
J1.00
supply."
Center Block Del
news. The Optic wants it
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Now Mexico Peaches
,
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A large

No.l

x

bachv
OR 2 KINDS

;
i
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Peach at

Free-Ston- e

I-

:

I

-

-

$1.40
Per Crate
No.

A Medium Size White Also
fine flavor at

2

free-ston-

y

A NEW

Are absolutely guaranteed in every
8S
way and sold to give satisfaction or
money back.
They have every 8.
known.improvement and are perfect 3
bakers. We have sold 5 carloads fV5
without a single kick, Without re- servior.
rVi

025.00

-,.

Vim. ILFELD
LUDVIO
'
--

'

LINE OF

Linens
Stamped
1
IN

:

Etandkercheifs
Corset Covers
Fancy Towels
Table Centers
Doylies,

H3

Bridgo Streert.

,

and 50 Styles of
Heaters to select from.

20 Styles of Ranges

very

e

12, 1909

Chief Natlsnal Steel Ranges

From The h ate Crop
'

OCTOBER

Dresser Scarfs

-

'

siM&'':
Per Crate

:

-

REPORT
October 11, 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 69; minimum 31; range 36.
6
Humidity 6 a. m., 67; 12 m., 45;
53.
mean
p. m., 58;
tonight
cloudy
Forecast Partly
and Wednesday; rising temperature.

'

"

,

Order early and if they are. not what you vrish
when delivered feel at liberty to
send them back to

WEATHER

'

The Store of Ike Davis

I

o

LOCAL NEWS
It's
week.
Get

Use Ovir

shop.:

hls mountain home that he was figuring on and for whom he was advancing money that had been hard earned1 at the Hermit mines.

8?

AND A FULL LINE OF

Also Headquarters for
AH Kinds of FEED

H

Fancy Pillow Tops
v
Fancy Table Centers

News has reached the city of the
death of Juan P. Lujan at Espanola,
Rio Arriba county. He was a well
ranchman and relatives of the
family reside in Las Vegas.

W
Pillow Ruffling and Cords g

2

to-d- o

See our new line of Bath Robes for Ladies

gp

Beginning October 6th I will teach
all aboard for Albuquerque this ladies to do their own dressmaking
and tailoring, as taught by the Keist- er's Ladies' Tailoring College of St,
the best at Nolette'a barber Louis. For particulars call at 925
Columbia avenue. Mrs. H. M. Glass,

If
S3

83,'

Jake Graaf,

3W

Annual meeting of Commercial club

ide Flour

S3:

Waite H. Davis, P. J. Murphy, jr.,
John Young and Mrs. Pearl Rhodes
each observed natal days quietly
Latest styles in fall and winter mll- - enougn yesteraay. Ana tneir ages
linery. Reasonable prices. 509 Sixth are not very far apart, either.

PHONE MAIN 107 ' W

SIXTH STREET

tonight

street.
C. A. Akers, the dairyman,
has
'Assembling of the American Fleet,' changed his location from No. 1008,
tonight at Cain's dancing academy Sulzbacher avenue, to the Forsythe
Sailor hats and collars for everybody,
place on south Pacific street, the old
Gonzales mill property on the West
Order your cream from T.
side.
Turner.

S3

H. O. DROWN TRADING CO.,
TT71
T T7Ttm TV,
(
ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS
v. VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGOSs.'

I

A

'

.

Bridge Street.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN
Everybody who attended the barn
909 Eighth street. Eight-roobrick,
dance at Prof. M. W. Cain's dancing
cellar under whole house, steam heat,
is
still
the
about
academy
talking
all modern conveniences, three lots,
finest time ever that was the privil
sidewalk, etc.
all
of
ege
present
Also one irame House, 9 rooms,
steam heat, all modern, laundry and
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
servants' room, 3 lots, known as the
H. C. Kelley Co.'s office, Pioneer
Buddecke, house.
Building. E. D. Burks.
Both of the above are in the best
residence
part of Eighth street.
Ask your grocer for some of the
Also the Manzanares place at Upper- fine white honey that has Just been
8 rooms, cement
cellar, city
received by the Miller Fruit company town,
water, bath, etc., out houses, corral.
About sixteen acres in orchard, fine
Baskets for the troop C basket ball
team were put up at the Armory to lawn and shade trees. Can put in
about 200 acres with the above place.
day and the hall will be ready to be
For information and prices write di
used for practice at any time.
rect to

Get Our Prices before 'buying.

LARGE

A

Phone Main 85

lloine-U- e

,,

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

131

YOUR SELECTION
OF A GOOD BANK
lis important, not only for the present, but
also'for the years to come.
jThe. right Bank connection will be a material
help' tojyour'every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of' safe,
conservative banking from the day of its organization.

The First National Bank
(OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

MONEY SAVED
On

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.76
per ton just what you want for cooking,

lomestlc

Coal,

Free from Slate or Slack

D.

w.

CONDON
Foot Main 8t

Phone Main 21

The BEST MEATS in Town.
Spring Lamb

Fancy tlaiivc Mutton
Veal

F. A. MANZANARES,
Clyde Jones and Eugene C. Thorn- Fort Sumner, N. M.
hill have taken out, general hunting
No agents need write.
licenses; Bert Kinney, Milton Burns
and Andrew J. Douglas, bird licenses,
WARNING
and T. T. and Paul Turner, of GaHinas
Last notice. Positively no hunting,
canyon, and Miguel Sena, of Beulah, fishing or
trespassing will be allowed
big game licenses.
on the lakes of this company.
PLACITA RANCH COMPANY.
jonn weniwortn, wno paid ?5 for a
woman at the depot last night, being
the .amount due by her for excess
baggage, will not have the cook at
MOTION PICTURES

,

Kansas City and Native Beef
ChickDressed
ens and Hens Spring
All Kinds of Sausages
Homo

Our
JAVA BLEND COFFEE?

Superior
in .
Quality
and a
Delicious
Flavor
Only

25c

Per Pound
I. h.

nouns

Grocer.

Sanitary

Washing
Best

Ironing

$1.00
This will be our last shipment

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 and 145

For Sale
Some very desirable City prop
erty improved and unimproved.
Houses for rent furnished and

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

The best draft beer In the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

Real Estate Co.
609

Douglas Ave.

E. Las

Vegas, N. M.

Pabst'i draught beer on tap only
at Opera bar.

THE
BOSTON
CLOTHING

HOUSE

,

It is here that you will

find the choice selections
in Boys' Suits and
coats. No cheap goods .
Tnnf. mrrVanHicji nf
vinwi tAAJJ KA. mial.
IUHIi
ity made by: such manu-

OttT

STEAM LAUNDRY

A

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged '
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. "

Straight Guggenheim rye served
over the bar at the Antlers.

T5he

,

Fresh Mince Pie.

unfurnished.

patronizing

Las egasfpreenhouses
PERRY ONION; Prop, Phone Main 276

oucher's
P. S.

Ceo be had ONLY by

Per Dozen

at

"THE COFFEE MAN"

Prompt Service

Home Grown Carnations

Bread

H

'

of Goods

LAS VEGAS

GOODIES

Cakes, Pies, Cookies,

JOHN A. PAPER

Careful Handling

New Crop

75c
Grocers, Butcher and Bakers

Film Service Unsurpassed
Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents. Children 5 cents.

BAKERY

25 Pounds for

CRYSTAL THEATER

Have You Tried

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier.

PLDIS

i

3

C

BLUE

f

111
Of

i

;,XTRAGOODs.
'ammmammammmmmmmimm

facturers as Ederheimer
Stern & Co, and other
reliable firms. With us.
the mention of quality
does not mean high pri-

ces.
Our Boys department
including ;. Unerwear,
Hats, and Shoes, offers
the best values for the
least money. And the
v
styles are correct.

'

..
'

